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I

One decade ago, hardly anyone in the industrial nations anticipated the events
about to unfold in the world energy economy. For some nations, fuel shortages and
energy price increases of the 1970s brought social disruption and debilitating balance
of payments burdens. For several, new energy discoveries occurred at an opportune
time:. As the world's largest energy consumer; the United States was nearly unique in
experiencing major difficulties as the world energy situation vacillated from shortage to
surfeit; while having: significant underdeveloped and unexploited domestic energy
resources. Anticipation that we could reach a mythical potential of energy self-
sufficiency in the 1980s has turned to disillusionment. We now realize that domestic
fuels can only abate, not eliminate our international energy dependency. For example,
salvation _through the vast U.S. coal reserves in the traditional eastern production
areas and in newly-opened western basins has yet to occur. It is clear, however, that
these resources will be important in our ultimate transition to a non-fossil energy
economy; whether based on atomic or renewable energy systems:

This book examines one major element in the use of domestic coal resources in
ameliorating our dependency7on imported fuel; the siting of coal conversion facilities:
Coal can be consumed directly, at least for heating. But it is a bulky, dirty fuel requiring
more effort than most people accustomed to automated central heating systems are
willing to expend. Moreover, coal used directly provides little potential for lighting or
mobile power. Thus coal conversion is a virtual necessity. Only by consuming coal as
electricity or synthetic liquid or gaseous fuels can we maintain the kind of end-use
energy consuming system we have structured during this century. Indeed, moderate to
large coal conversion facilities can utilize advanced technologies to diminish some of
ihe harmful effects of coal combustion, including atmospheric pollution, management
Df solid _wastes, and disposal of reject heat.

Before we can realize our potential for use of coal, we must have the conversion
'acilities. Power plants require sites. The process of identifying; licensing, and develop-
ng energy facility sites is the focus of this volume. Here we learn about the siting
)rocess in practice and in law, as well as the contribution of geographical research
:oward structuring tomorrow's energy systems. The most important kind of facility
addressed is the electrical generating plant, but siting implications of coal gasification
and liquefaction are also explored: Whether one agrees that the next generation of coal
;onversion facilities may be the last of their _genre, as suggested by authors Frank
,:alzonetti and Mark Eckert; this volume argues persuasively for a geographic contribu-
ion to siting. However, does a geo_graphical role in locating_ a power plant mean using
he traditional tools of industrial location and marketing analysis? Or do' legal require-
nents and political realities suggest a new locational approach?

This book is the second of the Resource Publications in Geography series;
iponsored by the Association of American Geographers, a professional organization
vhese purpose is to advance studies in geography and to encourage the application of
geographic research in education; government; and business: Through its contribution
o our economic life, geographic research affects all of us.

4
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Resource Publications Geography traces its ori_gins to the Association
Commission on College Geography hose Resource Papers_ were launched in 1968,
Eventually 28 papers were published under sponsorship of the Commission through
1 974 with assistance from the National Science Foundation. Continued NSF suppo
after completion of the Commission's work permitted the Resource Papers for college
Geography to meet the original series goals over an additional four years and sixteen
volumeS:

The Resource Papers have been developed as expository documents
for the use of both the student and the instructor. They are experimental
in that They are designed to supplement existing texts and to fill a gap
between significant research in American geography and readily ac
cessible materials. The papers are concerned with important concepts
or topics in modern geography and focus on one of three general
themes: geographic theory: policy implications: or contemporary social
relevance. They are designed to implement a variety of undergraduate
college geography courses at the introductory and advanced level.

The popularity and usefulness of the two series suggested the importance of thei
continuation after 1978 once a self-supporting basis for their publication had bee
established.

For this second volume of Resource Publications in 1981, the original goal
remain paramount. However, they have been broadened to include the continuin
education of professional geographers as well as communication with the public o
contemporary issues of geographic relevance. This monograph was developed
printed and distributed under the auspices of the Association, whose members serve
in advisory and review roles during its preparation. The ideas presented; however; ar
those_of the authors and do not imply AAG endorsement.

For our students, we hope that this book will stimulate thought aboulthe energ
system that sustains us and about policy issues in energy facility siting. Reference t.
Earl Cook's Energy: The Ultimate Resource (a 1978 Resource Paper) may provid_
helpful background. For our friends in electric ultilities and energy firms, we trust tha
this volume will provide perspectives useful in your planning. Formembers of legislativ
and regulatory bodies, as well-as citizen interest groups, we trust that this book will hel
to unravel some of the complexity of energy facility siting. For fellow geographers, wb
intend that this sharing of disciplinary perspectives and insight will enhance our profes-
sional or local role in siting. decisions.

C. Gregor / Knight
The Penns,,vania State University
Editor, Resource Publications in Geography

Resource Publications Advisory Board
George W. Carey, Rutgers University
James S. Gardner, University of Waterloo
Charles M. Good, Jr., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State UniVersity
Mark S. Monmonier, Syracuse University
Risa I. Palm, University of Colorado
Thomas J. Wilbanks, Oak Ridge National Laboratories



Preface and Acknowledgements

The United States, as indeed most nations, facespressing energy Problems. Few
nations are capable of satisfying projected energy demand without expensive energy
importation. Two major approaches exist to remedy this situation. Demand can be
curtailed to reduce the gap between domestic supply and energy needs: Alternatively;
domestic energy supplies can be increased. In most countries, it is recognized that the
severity of the problem mandates both approaches.

Although there May be a national consensus that new energy conversion facilities
are needed, little consensus exists as to where these new energy facilities should be
sited: Problems and delays are encountered in siting almost every new energy facility.
There are many reasons why it is difficult to site and to construct new energy facilities.
An uncertain economic and regulatory climate; energy demand growth rates below
previous expectations, construction material delivery problems, expanding environ-
mental protection programs, increased citizen and interest group activism; and uncer-
tain large scale technologies are some of the principal factors. Indeed, the problems
encountered in siting energy facilities may be the limiting factor preventing the U.S.
from increasing its production of apparently plentiful domestic energy sources.

In siting energy facilities, locational choices must be made on the basis of different
and often competing criteria: In some respects; energy facility siting is a special case of
industrial location geography, using traditional tools and expertise in that domain.
However, an energy facility siting literature is evolving quite independently of location
theory. Practitioners are often not able to transfer simplified theoretical contributions to
problems as complex as locating major energy facilities.

This book surveys problems that occur in siting facilities that convert coal into more
useful forms. Tlitse are coal-fired power plants, coal liquefaction plants, and coal
gasification plents. We emphasize these facilities because coal is our most important
source of electricity, and may become significant in supplying gaseous and liquid fuels
as well. Proposed coal conversion faCilities require large resource inputs (coal, water,
land), produce undesirable residuals (gaseous, liquid, and solid waste), and are often
viewed as noxious. However, the nature and intensity of a facility's impacts depend
upon its site.
- Professional geographers have been increasingly interested in energy problems:
Not only are many colleges and universities offering geography courses addressing
energy topics, but many instructors teaching economic; industrial, resource; andpoliti-
cal geography are looking at energy problems as a fruitful topic of interest. Geog-
raphers are increasingly evident in the energy industry. This book is intended for all
students of energy facility siting. We hope that it will enhance geographers' contribu-
tions toward an- important contemporary problem.

Our interest in this topic can be traced to 1976 when we were members of an
energy facility siting research team at the University of Oklahoma. This research team
was led by Dr. Thomas J. Wilbanks who was then Chairman of the Department of
Geography at Oklahoma. The research conductec at Oklahoma formed the basis of the
energy facility siting section of the Science and Public Policy Program's Energy From
the West study which is heavily used in this manuscript. We have maintained contact
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with Dr: Wilb;inks in writing this book. Notorious for his relentless critiqueS, Dr. WilbankS
provided, the authors with n thorough review of an earlier draft of this manuscript. His
time is greatly appreciated.

The editor of the AAG Resource Publication series; C. Gregory Knight, wa's of
great help at every stage of development of this book. His experience in energy
geography was helpful in focusing the scope of the book and his detailed critiques of the
individual chapters strengthened and tightened the manuscript: Michael_R: Greenberg
Of Rutgers University also provided helpful comments on the final draft.

Many other people were of great help in the preparation of this book. David Hawley
and _ Mary Traeger drafted the illustrations. Jo Ann Calzonetti, a librarian at Wes
Virginia University, provided professional reference support_ Lucinda Robinson,:the
Assistant Director of the Regional Research Institute, WeSt Virginia University; pro-
vided much support and technical guidance in the preparation of the manuscript. Most
importantly. however, the contribution of the typiStS at the Regional Research Institute
and Department of Geology and Geography: West Virginia University, is _gratefully
acknowledged. These fine people are Jean Gallaher, who typed the initial draft, and
Debbie Benson: Kathy Minyon; and Carla Uphold who typed revisions and the final

copy.

Frank J. CalZonetti
Mark S. Eckert
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Energy Facility Siting

' In 1961, a group of investcir:Owned utilitieS led by Southern California Edison
began plahning.a 5,000 megawatt power plant on the Kaiparowits Plateau of southern
Utah, The developers envisioned that this $500 million project, the largest in the
country, would burn low sulfur coal to generate electricity for Arizona, Ne,iada, and
California (Myhre 1977:25). After a donde of conflict; permit filing; and project revf!

SiOnS, the develppers withdrew their application in 1976. Although the size of the project
was-reduccd from 5,000 to 3,000 megawatts, the price tag of the project escalated from
$900 million to $3.7 billion (Myhre 1977:25). According to the utilities, the project failed

bbcause of rising costs and increasing uncertainty resulting from years of delay,
opposition; antl "red tape." The executive vice president of Southern California Edison
remarked that the project was "beaten to death by the environmental interests" (OECD

'1980:54).
The Kaiparowits project was a part of an ambitious plan conceived by.a consortium

of 23 utilities to produce 36 000 megawatts of electricity from the Four Corners area
(OECD 1980:49). The 2,075-Mw Four Corners plant which began operations in 1963
was the first of many.facilities to be sited in the region. Utilityplanners had the support of

the governor of Utah and many citizens Of Utah who viewed 35.000 new jobs; an
additional payroll of $100 million, and yearly tax revenues of $28 million as a path to a

prog_perciiis future (Myhra 1977:25). Support also came from utility organizations and
even_the Federal Energy Office.

--T Tie pristine nature of the region was one of the reasons the Kaiparowits prOje.1

encountered such difficulties: While the Kaiparowits site itself was not viewed as being
particularly sacred, the project would-be centered among the nation's largest concen-
tration of national parks (Figure 1). Grand Canyon, Bryce, Zion, Arches; and Capital
Reef would have been within 250 miles of the facility as would other scenic areas such

as Monument Valley and the Canyonlands, all known for their pristine vistPs.
The Sierra Club, Audubon Society, Friends of the Earth; Wilderness Society;

Environmental Deferige Fund, and other groups worked against the project. The
predecessor Navajo Plant; one of the Iargest point sources ofpollution in the nation,
alerted these groups to the potential of serious 'Impactsof new facilities. These groups

were, able to fOcus adVdite national publicity on,the Kaiparowits proposal. They also
initiO.iedCOurt action which delayed the licensing procedure. When water rights needed
fc,r cooling were granted by Secretary of the Interior Nickel in 1969, it appeared that the
facility would soon be Sited. However, the passage of the National Environmental Policy
Adt later in the year caused further delay. The Sierra Club quickly sued, forcing the

0
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FIGURE 1 LOCATION OF THE KAIPAROWITS POWER PROJECT

DepartMent of the Interior to submit an environmental impact statement (EIS), a
requirement of the new law: Even after receiving approval from the Department of the
Interior, the project still needed 220 permits and authorizations from 42 federal, state,
and local agencies (Myhra 1977:25). The outcome of these delays was an escalation in
the price of the%roject, which was estimated. in 1975 to be rising at $1 million per day.

After the impact statement was prepared, the Sierra Club then filed a petition with
the California Public Utilities Commission to determine whether the facility was esseh-.
tial to maintain reliable electric service. With increased scrutiny on the part of the
California Public Utilities Commission in assessing the need for the facility, and, in
addition, other delays and public opposition, the utilities withdrew their application.
Although the utilities had already invested over $20 million into preliminary analysis for
the project, they withdrew rather than face continuing uncertainty.

Siting problems, blamed by the utilities for dooming Kaiparowits, may have been
overshadowed by more fundamental economic factors. Rock (1977) points out that
when the project was conceived the utilities involved Were experiencing rapidly growing
electricity demand. By the mid-70s, when the controversy was reaching its peak,
demand growth had slowed considerably. Kaiparowits was planned to meet electricity
sales increases of close to. 10 percent per year; as experienced during the 60s and early
70s. Because of slumps in electricity sales after 1973, the prime developer, Southern
California Edison, reduced its forecast of sales for 1984 by 30 percent (Rock 1977:250):
At this time, the City of Los Angeles experienced the most dramatic electricity demand
decreases in the nation's history. In 1973, when it was realized that contracted Arab oil
would not be delivered, the city had initiated an energy conservation plan to prevent
electricity brown-outs. By 1974, this plan resulted in a 12 percent drop in sales

is
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(Stobaugh and Yergin 1979:144-145). As demand growth levels softened, the price_ of
the project continued to rise. Rock _(1977:250) summarizes what he felt was the
principal reason for the withdrawal of the Kaiparowits power plant application:

--The demise of Kaiparowits was jointly determined by the redutkon in
deMand for electricity and the relatively high cost, of Kaiparowits
power. . . . Social costs and benefits, however, did not enter the
Kaiparowits' decision-matrix because the energy consortium for its
financiers) was the only decision-maker. Profit was the main criterion:

The Kaiparowits situation raises some important questions concerning the signal-
Carice Of-siting problems in altering utility plans: It is not known how important the role of
delays: conflicts: poor public image: and red tape was in causing the demise of the
project. Power company officials may have exploited these developments as a con-
venient excuse to scale down the original proposal and withdraw from a project that was
becoming increasingly uneconomic in the face of declining electricity, sales gi-OWth

rates. In doing so, the power companies may have focused attention on siting problems
that they_ belieVed Shblild be eliminated while avoiding an evaluation of their own
judgments in power planning: Their position: moreover: was widely reported in the
popular press (Business Week 1976). The case has been used by many state and
federal officials as evidence that efforts ShbUldpe made to streamline the siting process
and to liMil the length of environmental impact statements and associated public
hearings: Conversely; Kaiparowits has not been regarded as evidence that utility
planning and capacity building programs must be reformed.

Coal Conversion Facility Siting

The siting of energy facilities is a pressing problem likely to grow even more acute
in the future. This book focuses on the problems involved in siting coal conversion
facilitie§ (power plants, coal liquefaction plants: and coal gasification plants) likely to be
called upon to provide a substantial part of the nation's energy needs. Furthermore, the
locational question may be the paramount issue in deploying coal conversion
technblbgieS. %clear power is opposed regardless of location: Wherever a nuclear
plant is proposed: conflicts occur many national interest groups have strong antinu-
clear platforms and can mobilize local support to fight a proposed facility. Coal facilities;
while constrained by aSpatial economic considerations, are not so vigorously attacked.
The location of the coal facility determines its competition for resources, environmental
and health impacts, and socioeconomic disruption. These locationally varying factors
confront energy planners and are the key to public acceptance of a coal facility: Some
&ter& coal facilities have been sited and built without significant problems. Other
identical facilities proposed in different areas have aroused national uproar and pro-
longed licensing delays, as was the case with Kaiparowits.

usieig coal as a source of electricity and gaseous and liquid fuels raises coal
conversion facility siting as an issue worthy of significant attention. Many energy
studies; irrespective of their long-term solutions to energy problems, maintain that coal
must make some Cbritriblitibn in the coming decades to their alleviation; Coal is viewed
as the one resource whose production could be increased quickly enough to offset
declining domstic oil and gas reserves. The major use for coal will be in the generation
of electricity. In 1980, over 80 percent of the nation's coal was consumed by electric
UtilitieS. The momentum to use coal as a boiler fueLhas increased in relation to the
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4 Siting

uncertainties of nuclear power which until recently was viewed as the principal fuel for
future electrical generation. A study bK the U.S. Department of Energy_(1980: vii 18)
estimated a loss of approximately 10 percent of the nation's potential_1985 electricity
production because of nuclear plants not being built as anticipated: In addition; a study
by Komanoff reported in Science (Norman 1981) indicates the escalation in the capital
costs of nuclear power plants will further increase the attractiveness of coal systems._

A future deal SUpply.system would require allarge number of power.plants;_c_oal-
liquefaction plants, and coal gasification plants sited throughout the nation. Planning
the location of these facilities requires careful study. They require prodigious quantities
of local resources (some of which are scarce, such as water in the western United
States). They alSO generate a wide range of gaseous; liquid; and solid wastes which
may result in undesirable impacts to the local area or contribute to region7wide or
national pollution problems (acid rainfall). In some cases, groups and individuals object
to the aesthetic impact of a facility (stacks and cooling towers May be an insult to an
otherwise natural vista): In addition; servicing the facility may strain transportation
systems. Furthermore; many object because construction workers may cause serious
socioeconomic disruption to local communities. On the other hand, a new energy
facility may bring rare employment and tax revenue opportunities to a small town._

Siting these facilities will continue to raise serious problems. These include prob7
lems that arise in the siting of particular facilities as well as the long -term patterns of
energy fatility lo-cation that arise as a consequence of many individual siting decisions.
While particular siting problems capture the attention of popular literature, the con-
sequences of many single decisions may have profound effects on the pattern Of the
nation's energy supply. Geographers have added their expertise and skills both in
addressing individual siting problems and in evaluating and planning the nation's
emerging energy supply system.

Problems in Facility Siting

The process of siting a new energy facility is illustrated in Figure 2. The four
decision steps in siting a facility at a particular location are:

(1) Determining the need for a new energy facility;
(2) Choosing the appropriate energy technology to satisfy that

need:
(3) Choosing a location for the particular facility; and
(4) Gaining final approval for the facility:

If the facility is not approved. -then decisions must be made to reevaluate the need for
the plant, the technology; or the site: If the facility is approved and constructed, then it
contributes to the nation's energy supply._

Many problems involved in siting new facilities are shown in Table 1, where a wide
range of deciSibri-Makers and academic disciplines are involved. Determining the need
for new energy facilities involves forecasting energy demand. This activity IS done at
different scales and for different purposes. The federal government forecasts national
and regional energy demand. Energy utilities use their own forecasts as the basis for
determining when new facilities should be built. Some state governments (public utility
commissions) also are involved in forecasting studies used to verify these compiled by
energy utilities and energy corporations

-..)
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FIGURE 2 THE ENERGY FACILITY SITING PROCESS

Once the need for a new facility has been established, the next task is to select an
energy technology. The size and type of facility is matched with the anticipated need.
These decisions are generally made by the utilities or energy corporations in conjunc-
tion with energy technology vendors.

Choosing the site for the energy facility involves the expertise of a wider range of
individuals and requires working with more decision-makers. The first stage of selecting
a project site is to confine the search to a region of interest, followed by a more careful
evaluation of potential sites. The manner in which sites are selected depends upon
siting and environmental laws in the state under consideration: Some states have
prescribed potential locations whereas others evaluate sites after they have been
selected by the energy developer. Geographers have been involved in both aspects of
the site determination problem and have even helped states to devise energy facility
siting plans: Detailed analysis by civil engineers and geologists is necessary before a
utility or energy corporation will make a commitment to bUild a facility at a particular
location.

After the site has been selected; it is necessary to gain approval for the facility. This
requires.presenting information at public hearings and securing a long list of federal,
state, and local approvals and authorizations. At this point conflicts generally arise
between those who advocate development and those opposing the facility. Opposition
may be restricted to strong statements at public hearings by concerned individuals or
can involve court proceedings, demonstrations, or acts of violence. In some cases, the
undesirable consequences of the proposed facility 'raised by opposing interests are
serious enough to cause modifications to the facilityi felocation, reapplication for an
operating license, or withdrawal of the application.

The siting process is seldom as organized or sequential as this discussion may
suggest Part of the problem in siting energy facilities sterns from the fact that the
decision-making process is more confused than orderlytari4 is inconsistent in sequence

b



6 Energy Facility Siting

TABLE 1 ENERGY FACILITY SITING TASKS

TASK

Determining the Need
for New Energy Fa-
cilities Forecasting
Energy Demand

Choosing an Energy
TechnotOgy Match-
ing Energy Technol-
ogy, Size, and Type to
Forecasted Demand

Choosing an Energy
Facility Location
Determining a
Region of Interest

Determining an
Energy Facility Site

Gaining Approval of
a Facility at a
Location
Securing Necessary
LitenSeS and Approvals;
Dealing with Locational
Conflict

DECISION-MAKING

Energy Utility and Energy Cor-
poration System Planners

Federal Energy Agencies
State Energy Agencies and Public
Utility Commissions

Energy Utility and EnergyCor-
poration System Planners
and-Engineers

Federal Energy Agencies
State Energy Agencies and Public

Utility Commissions
Energy Technology Vendors

Energy Utility and Energy Cor-
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or content. For example, it is generally after a site for a particular energy facility has
been announced that questions are raised about- the need for the facility. Those
opposing a particular facility may suggest energy conservation or solar energy as an
alternative to a new coal facility.

The nature of siting problems depends upon the perspective of the observer.
Citizen groups may feel that decisions are made hastily without sufficient input from
interests other than the developer: Power company officials find other reasons to fault
the process. Siting problems-routinely-identified by power company executives are:

(1) The need for a new energy facility is disputed;
(2) The technology or design of the facility is questioned by

members of the public and regulatory agencies;
(3) The site chosen for the facility is viewed as inappropriate by

many groups and individuals;
(4) The procedure of filing applications for required permits and

authorizations is too lengthy, overlapping, and cumbersome;
and

(5) The project is often subject to assault by opposing interests
who are able to foster further delay and inconvenience to the
energy developer by extending the permitting process and
instigating legal battles:

The prototype situation can be characterized as one in which a decision to build a facility
at a particular location is challenged along a wide front of separate issues, as was the
proposed Kaiparowits power plant.

Patterns of Energy Facility Location

Another important aspect of siting involves determining thOse factors that influence
locational decisions and evaluating the overall impact of the resulting patterns of energy
facilities. Location decisions, besides being affected by traditional industrial location
factors (raw materials, market, labor), are heavily influenced by federalenvirOnmental
legislation, state siting laws, and utility and energy corporation policy: Some federal
laws; such as the Clean Air Act; have been important in altering facility location patterns
in the United States. Unless these siting implications of environmental legislation are
understood, the resulting unanticipated pattern of energy facilities may be undesirable:
States also can encourage or discourage developers from siting within their bound-
aries. A corporation may wish to avoid becoming involved in a state that has strict
licensing procedures but may be attracted to a state that has a less restrictive program.
Local levels of government can also promote or discourage energy' developers by
providing land and services for new facilities or establishing restrictive ordinances.

These factors may result in energy facilities becoming concentrated in certain
areas of the country: It is important to evaluate the resultant pattern of energy facilities
that can be so strongly influenced by the current situation, because they will be
producing energy well into the 21st century.

An important part of understanding siting problems is an awareness of the nature
of IE .ge coal conversion facilities. The next chapter discusses these technologies and
the reasons why they are considered undesirable neighbors. We will then turn our
attention to siting problems, potential patterns of development; and strategies in ad-
dressing contemporary energy location problems.
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Impacts of Coal Conversion

Coal conversion facilities may affect a_local area in undesirable ways. Licensing

procedures for approving these facilities are geared to safeguarding health and the

environment by specifying construction, design, and location standardt. Ho Weyer, coal

conversion facilities cannot be made completely clean cr safe. Disputes may arise over

the potential undesirable impacts of the facilitycompared to its potential benefits. Many

groups support lOcal energy development because of increased energy supply, more

jobs, and tax revenues; others doubt that these poSitive deVelopMents will offset the

damage posed by such energy development. Part of the communication problerp in

facility siting diSputes results from a lack of understanding of coal conversion tech-

nologies, although disputes do occur between equally informed experts. In this chapter

we provide brief sketches of a coal-fired power plant, coal liquefaction plant, and coat,
gasification plant We then compare the impacts that may arise from the deployment of

theSe technologies. Finally; we show that adjusting location can noticeably alter the

nature and severity of a particular facility's impacts, demonstrating the importance of

siting in reducing the consequences of coal-based energy systems.

Components of Coal Conversion Facilities

Coal-Fired Power Plants

Coal-fired power plants provide approximately 40 percentof the nation's 0-1.ctricity

(U.S. Department of Energy; Energy Information Administration 1981). A wide variety

of power plant designs exist, but essentially they consist of a boiler; a steam turbine; a
generator, and cooling systems. In addition, modern power plants employ air pdllution

control aquipment. We will outline the operation of a typical power plant that uses wet

scrubbers and electrostatic precipitators for air pollution control: A 1,000 MWe power
plant consumes about 2.5 million tons of coal annually.* Efficiencies of these plants are

limited by energy conversion losses and pollution abatement equipment. The typical

power plant equipped with scrubbers converts about 38 percent of the coal's chemical

energy into electricity with the remainder released into the environment as reject heat

*MWe = megawatts (electric)i Mwh = megawatt hours (1000 kilowatt - hours, Kwh). A 1000

MWe plant at full operating hour produces 1000 Mwh. One gigawatt = 1000 Mw.
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FIGURE 3 MAJOR COMPONENTS OF A COAL-FIRED
POWER PLANT

(National Research Council 1979: 161). The operation of the power plant is best
understood in terms of its three energy conversion stages, cooling system; and stack
gas cleaning operations: Figure 3 is a simplified sketch of a modern coal-fired power
plant:

The first energy conversion stage invOlVes the conversion of the chemical energy
in the coal into heat energy through coal combustion:Pulverized coal is blown into the
furnace; setting up a cyclonic burning pattern. The heat generated is transferred to
water which is circulating in pipes around the furnace. When heated, the water is
converted to high pressure steam. Most boilers convert from 80 to 90 percent of the .
heat from coal combustion into steam. The second energy conversion stage occurs
when this high pressure steam is directed to spin the blades of a turbine, converting
steam energy into mechanical energy. The thermodynamic efficiency of the turbine is
approximately 50 percent: This sets up the final energy conversion stage, mechanical
into electrical energy.:This is accomplished by .a generator which is attached to the
turbine: The motion of an electrical conductor through a magnetic field produces the
alternating current that can be transmitted into an electrical power grid (Radian Corpo-
ration 1976:239; Science and Public Policy Program 1975:12-6 to 12 -11; Stoker,
Seager and Capener 1975:161). Thiit, the potential overall efficiency of a modern
coal -fired unit is the product of the coal conversion (.85), turbine (.50), andgeneration
efficiencies (.98); or approximately 40 percent without scrubbers (Sears, Zernansky,
and Young 1980350). Only a few power plants are able to operate at even 40 percent
efficiency, which means that the remainder of the coal input is- released either as
pollutants or as waste heat. As emphasized by Commoner (1977), most centraliZed

241--
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energy systems have poor thermodynamic efficiencies, contributing to the pollution
problems of this energy path. The billowing white clouds one sees from power plant
cooling towers is low temperature waste heat being released into the environment. This
heat is part of the coal's unused cherpical energy that will remain unavailable to perform
further Work. Some countries Sweden, Poland, and the Soviet Union use this
power plant wa-,le heat for district heating; providing inexpensive steam heat for nearby
communities.

The cover ShewS a facility on the Ohio River with wet cooling:towers; although
other coaling systems are commonly used (dry cooling towers; coolirOponds, once-
through cooling). Cooling towers were designated as the "best available control
technology' for the -rural pollution control in the 1972 Amendments to the Federal Water
P011utiOn Control Act and are now used on over 80 percent of new power plants
(Reynolds 1980:368). Cooling water is in a separate system from the water that'
circulates through the boiler. After the high pressure steam transfers energy to the
turbine, it is diredted into a condenser. In the condenser; heat is transferred from the
steam to the separate cooling water system by means of a heat exchanger. The cooling
action of the heat exchanger and lower pressures in the condenser convert the steam
back into Water, WhiCh is then pumped back into the boiler to repeat the heat transfer
cycle. The cooling system water from the heat exchanger is pumped to the cooling
tower where it dissipates heat into the air by evaporation.

Electrostatic _precipitators are used to remove particulate air pollutants from the
stack gases. The May 1979 Clean Air Act regulations now require scrubbers on all new
power plants to remove gaseous sulfur dioxide, irrespective of the quality of the coal
burned. These regulations are currently being reviewed; anthracite has already been
exempted from these provisions. The stack gases first enter the precipitator which
removes between 91 and 99 percent of the particulates (Radian Corporation 1976:
257). The precipitator operates by imposing a high electric field on wires and tubes on
Which ionized particulates collect. Periodically these wires and tubes are vibrated;
releasing particulates which fall in the form of fly ash, Fly ash comprises approximately
80 percent of the total ash produced by such a power plant. The remaining 20 percent is
bottom ash and slag. Whereas bottom ash and slag can be sold as a road treatment or
landfill material, only about 15 percent of the nation's fly ash is soldlf projected coal
facilities come on-stream and oil burning units switch to coal, over 157 million tons of
utility ash wilt be generated annually in the United States, making ash the fourth largest
solid material produced in the nation; exceeded only by stone; sand and gravel, and
coal (Faber 1976). Most operators remove ash from the power plant site in truckS for
land disposal.

In wet scrubbing systems, stack gases come into contact with a lime solution,
Sulfur dioxide reacts with the solution and is removed. Stack gases are released, and
sulfur-rich sludge is either disposed of or recovered for other uses (Stoker, Seeger; and
Capener 1975:171), such as a raw material in the production of phosphorus fertilizers.
A typical wet scrubbing system on a facility burning two percent sulfur coal produces
200 _pounds of dry sludge for each ton of coal burned (National Research Council
1979:165).

Coal Liquefaction Plants

There are no commercial coal liquefaction facilities in the United States, although
several pilot plants have been in o erasion; several commercial-scale demonstration
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plants are ie the planning stages. Federal support for coal liquefaction was b6osted with
the signing of the $20 billion synthetic fuel bill by president Carter in 1980 which
formed the U.S. Synthetic Fuels Corporation (Farney 1980). Recent action by the
Reagan AdMinistration has diminished the outlook for the development of this technol-
ogy: Coal liquefaction is currently being used in South _Africa at a plant owned by South
African Oil, Coal, and Gas Corporation of Sasolburg. Nazi Germany developed a coal
liquefaction _capability. Although a significant contribution to the wartime economy, it
was modest compared to the size of modern liquefaction facilities, such as the pro-
posed installation near Morgantown, West Virginia. This facility, a demonstratfon plant,
uses one of many coal liquefaction processes. Although it may not be trrrnodel for a
U.S. coal liquefaction capability; this facility was the furthest in its planning stages of all
coal liquefaction projects in the nation. The final environmental impact statement was
submitted and construction contracts were made. However, a decision was made in
June 1981 to stop work on this project. Nevertheless; it does demonstrate siting
problems that may arise in the development of coal liquefaction technology.

The Morgantown facility was to be a solvent-refined coal (SRC -II) demonstration
plant which was to convert 6,000 tons of coal per day into liquid fuels and other
by:products: If the facility appeared to be commercially feasible after a two-year trial
period; the operation would have been expanded to- accommodate 30,000 tons of coal
per day and produce 100,000 barrels of liquid fUel (U.S. Department of Energy
1980:xxii): The cost of this project: estimated at $1.4 billion; was to be borne by_the U.S,
government; the Pittsburgh and Midway Coal Mining Company (a subSidiary of Gulf Oil
Corporation), and the governments of Japan_and West Germany. The Germans and
the Japanes9 pledged to finance 50 percent of the cost of the facility; but withdrew from
the project because of a lack of U.S. government support. Gulf Oil's contribution would
have been approximately $15 million (although it invested an additional $85 million into
the deVelopment of the soivent-refiried coal process); the U.S. federal government was .
to be responsible for all other expenses (Pasztor 1981). If proven feasible, Gulf could
have purchased the facility. The federal government's goal in this project was to reduce
the teChnical and economical risks associated with new commercial activities so that
energy technologies could develop much faster than would ordinarily occur.

Solvent-refined coal is one of four coal liquefaction approacheS.The_Other three
are indirect liquefaction, pyrolysis, and catalytic liquefaction. The facility in operation in
SaSbIbUrg, South Africa, uses the indirect liquefaction approach which is believed to be
most promising by many (National ReSearch Council 1979:178-179). The commercial
viability of the indirect approach is even recognized in the final environmental impact
statement for the SRC-II plant (U.S. Department of Energy 1981).

In the proposed Morgantown facility; high-sulfur eastern_ coal was to be converted
into a low sulfur coal within a hydrogen atmosphere (Table 2). As the coal dissolves, it
pitkt up hydrogen. The coal is converted into liquid and gaseous products. This liquid
solution is then drained and filtered to remove ash and undissolved coal (Science and
Public Policy Program 1975:97). Vapors produced in_the process are separated and
treated. The methane-rich vapor is upgraded to produce pipeline quality synthetic gas.
The overall efficiency of the facility; measured in terms of the heating value of_ the
products compared to the feedstock coal, is 65 percent (U.S. Department of Energy
1980b:2-9). However, if this fuel is used to power electrical generating facilities; the total
efficiencies in terms of energy delivered to the customers is quite low. The overall
efficiency pf using liquefied coal for_ electric heat would be approximately 24 percent
compared to an overall efficiency of 41 percent if the resulting liquid fuel was used for oil
heat.
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TABLE 2 OUTPUTS FROM A PROPOSED COAL
LIQUEFACTION_FACLLITY (per day)

OUTPUT QUANTITY

Products
Substitute natural gas
Mixed liquid butane product
Liquid propane product
Light fuel oil (nominal boiling

range 350-600°F, 14.4° API)
Heavy fuel oit(nominal boiling

range 600=950°F, 7.2° API)

By-products'
Anhydrous arntribnia
Elemental sulfur
Tar acids

Plant fuel products
Naptha (nominal boiling

range 150-350°F, 31 API)
Synthetic faeLgas

41.6 x 106 ft3

1461 bbl
2070 bbl

4900 bbl

5386 bbl

30 short ton
135 short ton

43 bbl

. 2364 bbl
303 x 106 ft3

Source: U.S. Department of Energy 1981.

Coal Gasification Plants

Coal gasification facilitiet also convert coal into a more useful form of energy. The
process can produce synthetic natural gas (SNG) that is equivalent to natural gc s
derived from underground reservoirs. Synthetic natural gas contains_ almost no sulfur,
carbon monoxide, or free oxygen. Once produced, synthetic gascah be added to the
present natural gas pipeline system and transported throlighout the nation to serve
particular areas.

The idea of producing gas from coal is not new Many cities were lighted by low Btu
"town gat" frorri the 19th century to World War II (National Research Council
1979:173):* This gas; a mixture of nitrogen; carbon monoxide, and hydrogen, was
produced by passing air and steam through beds of hot coal- (Stoker, seagee, and
Capener 1975:182). IneXpensive natural gas from domestic reservoirs; transported by
the pipelines constructed during and after World War II, quickly displaced synthetic gas.

Gas can be derived from coal by means of in-situ operations in which gas is drawn
from fractured and heated coal seams or by surface operations; to -situ gasification is
not a proven technology; nor are its impacts certain. However, there are numerus
technologies for chemically synthesizing gas from coal in surface facilitiet. All pro
cesses involve Me addition of hydrogen to heated coa. or the removal of carbon from
coal, bedaUte the hydrogen content of coal is on the order of 5 percent compared to 25
percent found in natural gas and intermediate- or high-Btu gas.

A high:BtU gatifidatibri project in North Dakota, principally sponsored by American
Natural RetoUrcet Company of Detroit, is closest to commercial operation of all U.S.
coal gasification projects. The facility uses the Lurgi high-Btu pr ess_which requires
three principal ingredients: coal, hydrogen, and oxygen. Lbcal IighitZ;24ailable in vast

*Btu = British thermal unit; a unit of ener
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quantities; is crushed in a vessel where it is heated in an oxygen-rich atmosphere. Gas
produced here is upgraded in a hydrbgenatiOn step in which hydrogen is added in the
form of Stearn frOM Missouri River water. The resulting gas is cleaned of carbon dioxide
and hydrogen sulfide impurities. To produce high-Btu gas; the product is passed over a
catalyst (nickel compounds are likely) to upgrade the gas to pipeline-quality methane
(Science and Public POliCk Program 1975:72). A commercial-scale facility would be
composed of a number of gasifier reactors capable of producing about 10 million cubic
feet of synthetic gas per day. A large facility could cost an amount equal to the total
assets of a gas utility but provide only 10 percent of its supplieS.

Comparative Impacts of Coal Conversion

In evaluating the impacts of an energy facility, one must recognize the manner in
which a given technology interacts with a particular location. Each energy technology
produces residuals which are defined as:

. . by-produ6ts that an activity, process or technOlogical alternative
produces in addition to its primary product, Residuals include particu-
lates, gases, solid and liquid wastes, accidents and clOath, and land
consumption; all or some of which might produce significant environ-
mental impacts where they occur (Science and Public Policy Program
1975:14-1):

The impacts resulting from the employment of an energy technology depend upon the
interaction of residuals and local environmental conditions. A power plant may release
large qUaritiUta8 of sulfur diOXide, carbon monoxide, and particulates into the atmo-
sphere at a particular location. The impact may be frequent "poison fogs" if low7leVel
atmospheric inversions are common in the area, or the area may have few air pollution
episodes if tall stacks and windy Cbriditions disperse pollutants: Knowledge of the way
in which a facility's residuals are likely to interact with an area provides a basis for
planning the location of energy facilities to minimize undesirable impacts.

Table 3 compares the air, Water, and solid waste residuals for coal-fired power
plants, coal gasification plants, and coal liquefaction plants processing different coals.
There is a great range of residuals between technologiC§ as well as a considerable
variation within a particular tachntilOgy depending upon the coal used Sulfur dioxide
emissions frOM a power plant burning eastern coal may be over three times those of the
same facility using western coal. Such regional variations in the quality of coalexplain
why power plant operators in the East purchase MidWeStern or western coal to mix with
local coal so that their emissions are within federal.standards:

Coal-fired electric power plants emit more gaseous residuals than coal gasification
or coal liquefaction. These pollutants include particulates, sUlfur oxides (sox), nitrogen
oxides (NO4, hydrocarbons, and carbon monoxide (CO): Thus it is more difficult to site
power plants to meet ambient air pollution regulations in areas where only a small
increase in air degradation is permitted. As noted by White et 8/ (1977:31), synthetic
fuel facilities can usually meet all fedSral and state standards (except for hydrocarbons
in the case of coal liquefaction); depending upon the location of the facility and the
effectiveness of pollution abatement equipment. Some air pollution control regions
cannot accept even mOdeSt increases in addititinal Point sources of pollution; and air
pollution control may be a significant factor constraining piling.
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TABLE 3 RESIDUALS OF COAL CONVERSION (TONS/10" Btu)

-SYSTEM
Coal-Fired

POLLUTANTS -Pewer-Plantsa
Solvent Refined

Coal
Lurgi High-Btu

Gasification

Eastern.
Coa lb

Western
Coal`

Northern
Appalachian
Coal

Northwest Central
Coal Coal

Northwest
Coal

Water
Dissolved
Solids
Suspended
SalidS
Organics

0

12.5
5.5

0

12:5
. 5=5

0:017
41003-

52.4

0

43.1

0.9
0.426

0

AIR
,

Particulate§ 50.0 35:0 3:25 3.49 3.65 2.05

NO 300.0 390.0 88.2 88..5 73.3 76.9

SCh 250.0 80:0 14.3 4.81 5.59

Hydro-
carbons 6:5 8:0 0.295 0.296 1.22 1.28

CO 21.0 27.0 2.5 2.51 4.07 4.27

Aldehydes NC NC 0.3 0.27 0.448 0.292

SOLIDS
(103 tons) 149 76 47.1 34.6 52.7 37.3

NC --- not considered
a Assumes facilities use wet limestone scrubbing.-
b Eastern coal is assumed to be 3:0 percent sulfur and 14.4 percent ash.
` Western coal is assumed to be 0.8 percent sulfur and 8.4 perceht ash.
Source: Science and Public Policy-Program (1975).

6

The ash and sulfur content of the coal is critical in determining the nature of liquid
effluents and solid wastes: Residuals from coal gasification are almoSt ekcIU§iVely 0.8h,

whereas effluents from electric power plants are comprised of almost equal amounts of

ash and sludge froth tIlie as desulfurization (White et at 1977:49). The proposed
SRC-II facility would generate over 25a;000 tons of solid wastes per year at the
demonstration stage (U.S. Department of Energy 19812-9) and would produce over
one million tens per Year if it became fully commercial: A 3;000-MWe power_plent
complex using Northern Appalachian coal will also generate over a million tons01 solid

wastes per year (Calzonetti and Elmes 1981).
The labor intensity of a particular facility also is a contributing factor to the air

pollution impacts associated with energy development. The Energy frorD the Watt
study (White et at 1977) found that peak oround-leyel concentrations of particulates,
NO2, and hydrpcarbons produced by energy - related urban development were higher in

most cases than those produced by the energy facilities 'themselves.
_

The water intensiveness of a facility also is an important characteristic which is
often crucial in determining its acceptanbe in an area. Table 4 summarizes consump-
tive water requirements kir coal conversion facilities: Electric power plants are the most
water-intensive facilities; whereas Lurgi gasification is the least water intensive. Ap-

'proximately 80 percent of the total water requirements for these facilities is for cooling:
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Using wet/dry instead of wet cooling could reduce water consumption by 72 percent
(White et at 1977:49). As noted in the 1979 White study (1979:99), facility Icication can .

be the critical factor determining water consumption of energy development:

. . . water requirements for a Luigi facility in the Four domers area can
be about twice that re 'liked for the same facility in the northern Great
Plains. This is tiec'a e of the low moisture content of the coal in New
Mexico the fact that the Luigi process accepts wet coal; the high ash
New Mexico coal requiring more water for disposal, and the need foF
supplemental irrigation( to reclaim the land.

Although water problems are most acute in the western states, developers are finding
that water availability is also becoming an ipportant public issue in eastern states as
Well.

The overall water needs of energy facilities are modest compared to Other water
uses on a national scale.jrrigation accounts for 76 percent of the total water consumed
in the 48 contiguous states, compared to less than two percent for fossil and nuclear
energy supplysystems (National Research Council 1979:197).

"Best-Fit" Location Planning

Knowledge of technologica! and locational factors can be a useftil tool in planning
the loCation of new energy facilities (White et at 1979): Table 5 outlines the significant
technologiCal and locational factors that should be taken into account when planning
the location of energy facilities. Labor intensity of the facility affects all four of the
impacts discussed: air quality, water availability and quality, socioeconomic; and
ecological. A larger population results in higher automobile emissions, a need for more
water and an,increase in sewage trreatment capability, a wider variety of culture and
lifestyles (which create problems where small homogeneous communities are af-
fected), and greater land-use infringement on the surrounding wildlife habitat: Among
the coal conversion technologies, on a unitenergy output basis, electric power genera-
tion produces the most air impacts and uses the largest quantities of land and water.
Coal gasification and liquefaction require larger work forces and result in the greatest
population-related impacts.

TABLE 4 WATER CONSUMPTION BY CONVERSION
TECWC ;ILQBY

TECHNOLOGY

WATER CONSUMED

Gallons/106 Acre-Foe:
Product Btu Per Years

Coal Fired Power Plants 127-159 23;880 - 29;820

.Lurgi Gasification 14-24 3,310- 5,640
Svnthoil Liquefaction 15-19 9,230 11,759

aFor a 3,000 MVVe power plant at 70 percent load factor; for 250 million cubic feet per
day gasification facilitie_s_at 90 percent load factor; 100,000 barrels per day coal
liquefaction facilities at 90 percent load factor: Exact consumption varies according
to the location of the facility and the coal used
Source: White et at 1977:51: 6
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TABLE 5 TECHNOLOGICAL AND LOCATIONAL FACTORS
AFFECTING ENERGY DEVELOPMENT IMPACTSa

IMPACTS

AIR QUALITY

WATER
AVAILABILITY
& QUALITY

SOCIOECONOMIC

ECOLOGICAL

rAcrons
Technological

Emission quantities
Labor intensiveness

Water requirements
Labor intensiveness
Amount and composition
Type of cooling

Labor intensity
Capital intensity
Scheduling of construction

Land requirements
_Water requirements

Labor intensity
Air emissions

Locational

Energy resource characteristics
Meterological conditions
Topography
Class of PSD area

Water availability
Water quality
Energy resource characteristics
Aquifer characteristics
Capacity of existing wastewater

treatment facilities

Community size and
location

Capabilities of existing
institutions

Historical outmigration
Local labor force characteristiCS
Local financial conditions
CultiEe and lifestyles

of the area

Climate
Topography
Soils
Plant and animal communities

PSD = Prevention of Significant Deterioration
aSeveral sets of factors would be involved in I 0-scale developments that include more than one
technology, such as a coal mine and a- pow ant at the same site.

Source: White et <1979

Locational characteristics which infuence the level of impact include: lbcal topog-
raphy, air pollution dispersion potential, background levels of air pollutants, meteorolog-
ical conditions; proximity of the site to pristine areas such as national parks, community
size and location, available work force, characteristics of the local economy, charac-
teristics of the resources, water availability and quality, and plant and animal com-
munities:

The size of the host community is crucial in determining the degree of socio-
economic impact. Small towns generally have limited planning capabilities and in-
adequate public facilities and services to accommodate the needs of a large number of
incoming workers. Siting energy facilities near larger towns may be preferable.

The air and water impacts resulting from energy facilities also vary with location: Air
impacts depend critically on local meteorology; topography; existing air quality, and the
nearness.of Class I Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) areas, Water impacts
differ with -Ithe amount and quality of available water, including both surface and

'ground-water. Air and water impacts can be reduced by siting energy conversion
facilities in areas with the most favorable conditions. Knowledge of technological and

.-27
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location& factors may be useful in reducing local or even regional impacts but doe§ little
to reduce the global impacts of certain energy strategies. Worldwide carbon dioxide
increases from coal combustion are not addressed by adjusting technological or
locational factors.

Coal Resource Transportation Systems

Transportation facilities are an important component of the coal resource delivery
system. These facilities include railroads and slurry pipelines to handle coal, pipelines
to transport synthetic_ gas and _liquids, and 1-igh-VOltage transmission lines for the
transportation of electricity: Other modes of moving coal include barge and truck
transport. Since coal conversion facilities often serve large, distant marketS, the siting
and construction of transportation systems are as essential as facility siting. The
problems and issues involved in siting these facilities extend beyond the scope of this
book: However, we should emphasize that problems related to transportation are
another constraint to increased coal utilizatibn__

Coal conversion facilities can be located at the mine mouth; adjacent to the market;
r at some intermediate location, The choice of site depends upon policy a d regulatory

factors as much as on industrial location economics. Mine mouth facilities require the
transport of converted energy to a distant market. Locating the facility near the market
requires, in most cases; significant coal haul from the mines. Coal is currently trans7
ported by three major modes: truck, rail, and barge. Trucks provide collection and
distribution services such as moving coal from mines to docks or local power plants.

_Elaitand.barge are long-haul carriers where available. Slurrypipelines can alsobe:use.d..._
as long-haul carriers for large point-to-point shipments. RailwayS transport almost
two-thirds of all _coal;_ highways, 12 percent; and barges, 10 percent (President's
Commission On Cbal 1480:194):

The most challenging problem involves long distance rail transport. The PreSi-
dent's Commission on Coal (1980:200) reports that a_$10 billion investment in the
nation's rail system is necessary over the next eight years to meet anticipated needs.
Major impacts of unit trains (trains which exclusively haul coal) are already being felt ih

many western communities which are divided in -half as 100-car, slow - moving trains
pass through (train speed limits are as low as 10 mph in some communities;_U.S.
Congress, Senate Cammittee on Energy and Natural Resources 1977). Slurry
pipelines face severe political and environmental problems (Office of Technology
Assessment 1978). These include the volatile issues relating to the use of western
water.to transport coal to other regions: Long distance electricity transmission causes
significant energy lossesnd sometimes results. ih local impacts (Miller and Kaufman
1978). Young (1973) records instances of severe shocks occurring to individuals
working on equipment in range of the electric field of a high - voltage transmission line. In

response to growing protests over the siting of these facilitieS, many utilities have
accelerated plans to build additional lineS (Business Week 1977:27):

Siting and the Distribution of Impacts

The pattern of energy facility location is important in determining the type or level of
_impacts, Siting facilities at the mine mouth results in a different distribution of effects

thah shipping the coal to load centers for conversion and energy distribution. Mine-
mouth siting; as its name implies; involves converting coal to a more usable energy form
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at or near the mine site and transporting the energy product to serve demand
elsewhere. The proposed coal gasification facility in western North Dakota will convert
local lignite into high-Btu gas which will be transported by pipeline to the Midwest. The
siting strategy follows classical least -cost industrial location analysis where the conver-
sion operation is a "weight-reducing" activity and the industry is "material-Oriented."

In terms of the distribution of impacts, the local North Dakota area will recei' e tax
benefits as the process adds value to the resource, and the state will receive additional
revenues because of its high severance tax collections. The facility will also employ
about 600 workers continuously, providing a source of stable employment and wages.
On the other hand, the mine-mouth location results in the local area being subjected to
undesirable impacts; while midwestern consumers receive clean gas with no environ-
mental costs.

Most of the total air emissions resulting from energy devetopment originate at
conversion facilities; not at the mines:A "strip and ship" operation would transfer most
of the air pollution to the region where the energy is to. be consumed. Water require-
ments at the site of the resource are alsci less for "strip and ship" than for mine -mouth
siting: Energy from the West (White et at 1977:33) reported that water requirements for
mining and reclamation are an order of magnitude less than that resulting from mine-
mouth conversion facilities.

Other major categories of costs and benefits result from the population increases
necessary to construct energy facilities. The ratio between the total number of construc-
tion workers and the number of workers needed for continued operation of the facility is
important in determining the magnitude of "boom and bust" impadt. Coal mines do not
require as many workers as do conversion facilities during theirconstruction stage: The....
peak employment for a coal gasification facility is estimated to be over twenty times
larger than the peak employment for a surface coal mine (Carasso, et al. 1975:6=30).
Because conversion facilities require so many more workers than most extraction
facilities; the population-related impacts of mine-mouth siting are large. Housing prob-
lems, the provision of local services, growth management, and recreational issues
occur as the pressure of a growing population is inadequately handled by small;
isolated towns. Incoming populations are likely to disperse into remote_ areas _for
domestic and recreational activities, increasing ecological impacts by modifying wildlife
habitat and contributing to illegal hunting and fishing. In western states; "the smaller
impacts of mine construction and operation would not cause the social _disruption
predicted to accompany mine-mouth electric generation" (Metzer and Stenehjem
1977:8).

Large urban areas; such as Chicago or Los Atigeles; with large numbers of skilled
construction workers, would be better equipped to provide the manpower and services
for constructing and operating new energy conversion facilities than would Gillette,
WyoMing; or Beulah; North Dakota: It has been shown that a load-center conversion
facility location would incur minimal population impacts as only a_ few people with
special skills would be needed to move into the area compared to the massive
immigration expected in the rural West (Metzer and Stenehjem 197:8):

A redistribution of impacts would occur when the negative aspects of conversion
facilities are felt outside the resource region. Emissions from conversion facilities
located at the load center would further degrade air quality in Chicago or Los Angeles
rather than in small western towns. A qualitative distinction in air pollution issues would
result from such a siting change. Whereas airpollution problems in the West are more
of an aesthetic problem (the violation of PSD); ambient air pollution violations in the
urban centers will contribute to a more critical health problem.

J
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The shortage of space near urban areas makes load- center sites less attractive:
-A-Masib-disposal sites and Storage space are difficult and costly to obtain in congested
Urban areas. Finding adequate land to dispose of energy wastes is a growing problerri
as many urbanized areas are already facing a shortage of space to dispose of municipal
waste. Each day, the NOW YOrk and northern New Jersey urban areas produce in
excess of 28,000 tons of municipal wastes: The amount of available land for this
purpose in the region has dropped from 2,500 areas-to about 500 acres in a 10 year
period (Committee on Science and Technology 1979:42).

Large coal Conversion facilities require massive material, labor, fuels and capital
inputs and generate a host of residuals that are converted into impacts. While some of
the impacts of large coal conversion facilities are viewed favorably (tax _revenues);
all facilities result in some serious undesirable impacts: Adjusting technologies or
locations is a strategy to reduce or redistribute the impacts of energy
facilities. Because of their potential undesirable impacts, coal conversion facilities are
subject to a range of deSign and locatiOnal controls at the federal; state; and local level.
Energy developers must secure permits and authorizations in order to site and con-
struct these facilities. The extent of this control has been a matter of dispute. Many
energy developers claim that siting procedures are too cumbersome and redundant.
Others argue that there is insufficient control over facility siting questions. The next
chapter provides an overview of this permitting process and ways in which it varies from

state to state.
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Permits and Approvals

A centralized coal conversion facility requires permits from agencies and offices at
the federal, state, local, and sometimes regional level. A series of public meetings must
also be held on the proposed project. Energy developers claim that there is a lack of
coordination among these various agencies' requirements, redundancy in the permit-
ting procedure, overwhelming and time consuming paperwork, and hearings causing
,additional delays. These concerns were voiced in the case of the Kaiparowits power
project: If interest groups challenge a proposed project in the courts; the siting process
enters a new realm of compiexity. On the other hand, many analysts feel that the
permitting "process -does not effectively protect human health nor the environment. It
has been argued that public hearings do not provide a realistic avenue for public
participation in energy projects.

Facility Siting Problems

Utilities and other energy companies engage in system planning to assess their
future needs. The early stages of planning for new facilities are aspatial in nature. The
utility decides that it must increase system capacity by building additional facilities.
Important aspects of system planning that influence siting decisions for utilities are load
forecasting; generator selection, reliability analysis, territorial considerations, corpo7
rate policy, and economics (Table 6; Cirillo, et al. 1976:5). Ordinarily, government
agencies and interest groups are not active in the early planning stages for new energy .

facilities in most states.
Once the need for new energy facilities has been established, and assuming the

utility decides to locate facilities on new sites, a screening process usually identifies
several sites for further evaluation. The most significant criteria in evaluating the
specific sites are engineering, safety, environmental, institutional, and economic con-
siderations. Although the utility's system planning and site selection process must
consider how the proposal conforms to fede-ral, state; and local requirements, the
utility's plans are largely proprietary and not subject to public inspection. Historically,
once the utilitypersuaded the state utility commission and the Federal Power Commis-
sinn (FPC) that a new facility was needed and that the project was economically sound,
there was little public debate in the siting process itself. The utility would apply to the
state utility regulatory commission for a certificate of public convenience and necessity.
If this application were approved; it would acquire the site either by direct-purchase or by
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Facility Siting Problems 21

IMPORTANT SITING CRITERIA FOR UTILITIES

CRITERIA DESCRIPTION
System Planning

LcAd Forecasting Estimates of system demand (the need for electricity at any
point in time) and the geographical distribution of the load:

Generator Selection Choice of energy source (fossil, nuclear, hydro) and plant size.
Reliability Analysis StUdy of the impact of plant location; size; type; transmission

interconnections, and timing on system stability.
. Territorial Considerations Defining 1110 region of interest and candidate -areas for plant

location.
Corporate Policy For example; share of capacity met by each energy source.
Economics Fiscal and other economic inputs to corporate decisions: for

example; capital availability and cost.

Site-Specific Evaluations

Engineering Availability of adequate large-scalend area sufficient cooling
water, construction materials, and labor; suitability of founda7
tion condition% favorabilityb of topography; accessibility of
transportation facilities; and general plant and transmission
line layout requirements.

Safety EffeCtS of accidents on he surrounding area and effects of the
location and risks of accidents (e.g., earthqUakeS).

'Environmental Impacts of a site on the physical environment; land use, re-
gional development, and socioeconomic patterns

Institutional Regulations applicable for the area in which the plant is being
located.

Ecohomid Comparisons among alternative technologies and sites in
terms of capital costs, operating costs, and rate of return.

Source: Cirillo et al. 1976:8-14.

using its right of eminent domain and then build the facility after securing the necessary
permits. If citizens requested information on the proposal; their attempts would be

frustrated they would find it very difficult to identify the individuals who did know the
exact details of the project. This form of "purposeful ambiguity," as shoWn by Seley and
Wolpert (1974), is a strategy that can diffuse public opposition by failing to provide
Sufficient information to challenge a proposal and by not identifying any individual or

party that should be challenged. However, a number of changes have occurred during
the past decade to transform this siting process into one of the most controversial

aspects of domestic energy develOpment.
First as environmental concerns have increased during the past decade, numer-

ous environmental laws and regulations which affect the siting of energy facilities have
been enacted at federal and state levels. Individual citizens; organized interest groups,
and governmental agencies are using these legal avenues to participate in Smog

decisions. Second; interest groups have successfully challenged siting plans and
delayed final siting deciSion§ for some facilities through participation in public hearings
and use of litigation. Third; increased reliance on domestic energy resources and
exclusionary implications of environmental legislation have forced many utilities to site
in areas outside the one they serve. This pattern of development, most pronounced in
the western states, has,, generated concern about regional exploitation and
neocolonialism (Lamm 1976; Plummer 1977). Finally, specific legislation is _how in

effect in several states concerning energy facility siting. These state laws have provided
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a new platform for debate over the necessity of new energy facilities, have increased
interregional conflict in some cases, and have created concern about the role of state
planning in a time of "national emergency."

The Federal Role

Although federal regulatory agencies have jurisdiction over the siting of hydroelec-
tric facilities and nuclear power plants, no federal agency has sole responsibility for
siting of coal conversion facilities. Energy developers must be vented permits from
federal agencies, or from federally-approved state agencies, in order to begin or
continue work on fossil projects. Responsibility for siting is spread amonglederal, state;
k-.)cal, and regional governments. After the 1965 NOrtheast power blackout, the Federal
Power Commission established the Nationai Electric Reliability Council to coordinate
power supply and interregional connections so that blackouts could be avoided. Power
plant siting bills have also been introduced into congress to provide the federal govern-
ment with more authority over coal conversion facility siting. Most of these bills were
considered excessive federal encroachment into state land use decisions, and none
passed.

The most direct avenue of federal jurisdiction over siting decisions for large private
fossil projects is through environmental legislation. Single-purpose laws and regula-
tions that protect the common environment require 1 aderal permits for large projects
such as power plants. The federal role became more direct with the passage of the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969: Althoughthis legislation did not call for the
study of power plants :Ind other large federal projects per se, it did require that an
environmental impact statement (EIS) be filed for allproposed projects which require
federal action and which will significantly affect the human environment (Greenberg et
a/. 1978). Because of their size, input requirements, and residuals, new coal conversion
facilities require at least one federalpermit. This means that the "lead" federal agency
granting a permit must prepare an EIS. The geographical implications of the EIS have
been evaluated in much more detail by Greenberg; Anderson; and Page (1978) and
need not be discussed here. Table 7 lists the number and types of major permits and
approvals that were needed in order to begin construction and operation of the North
Dakota coal gasification faculty. Since the facility was to obtain water from a federal
impoundment of the Missouri River; a water withdrawal permit was required from the
U.S. Bureau of Reclamatior The Bureau of Reclamation became the lead federal
agency and filed the environmental impact statement: In the case of the SRC-II coal
liquefaction project proposed in West Virginia, the U.S. Department of Energy, the
federal sponsor of the project, filed the EIS as the lead federal agency. Table 8 lists the
major permits and approvals required for this facility:

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is often the lead federal agency in power plant
siting projects in the eastern states. The Corps' responsibility for navigable waterways
dates to the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899. With authority to maintain commerce on
navigable waterways, Corps permits are required to construct loading docks or intake
pipes for power plants on such waterways. In addition, the Corps was given authority in
1975 to establish procedures and issue permits for waste discharges into such water-
ways (Winter ant. Conner 1978:47-48).

An important requirement of the EIS is consideration of alternatives to the proposed
project. Most early EIS's did not seriously entertain other alternatives, but recently;
writers of these reports have been more conscientious about evaluating serious alter-
natives to proposed projects. Several impact statements indicated that conservation
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TABLE _7 MAJOR PERMITS REQUIRED FOR A COAL GASIFICATION
FACILITY IN NORTH DAKOTA

AGENCIES

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Environmental Protection
Agency
Federal Power Commission
Federal Aereha UtiCal Ad Minis-
tration
U.S. BUreau of RecfaMation

PUblit Service Commission

Department of Health

Environmental Engineering
Di ViSion

Water Supply and Pollution
Control Division
State Highway Department

State Water Commission

Secretary of State

Uniailiployineht CernpiatiSa-
tion, Division of Employment,
Security Bureau
Workman's Compensation
Bureau

Board of Commissioners,
Mercer Go linty

SQiI Conservation-District

PERMIT AND/OR APPROVAL

Federal Agencies
Easement for Water Intake, Pipeline, and Access Road; Sec-
tion 10 Permits_for Water _Intake and Pipeline Crossings of
Major Streams; Section 404 Permits for Wetland Disturbance:
New Source Performance and Air Quality Significant Deterio-
ration Review, Deep Well Disposal Review
Certificate of Public Convenience and_Necessity_
Application for a Notice of Proposed Construction for Struc-

tures over Regulated Heights
Water Service Contract, Environmental Impact Statement

North Dakota Stare Agencies
Plant Certificate of Site Cempitibility, Water Pipeline.Certifi-
cate of Site Compatibility, Water Pipeline Transmission Facility
Route PermitMining Plan
License for Radioactive Measuring Device Operations,
Hazardous Waste Control Rlap, Wells for Temporary Water
Supply; Sewage Treatment Plant _ _

Permit to Construct (Air Pollution Control Permit)
Permit to Operate (Air Pollution Control Permit)
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit for
Deep Well Disposal, Solid Waste Disposal Permit
Rail Siding Crossing, Pipeline Construction on Highway
Right-of-way
Appropriation of Underground Water, North Dakota State
Water Permit
Certificate of Authority for Foreign Corporations to Transact
Business
Application for Coverage by America,. National Gas Coal
Gasification Company

Covered by American Natural Gas Coal Gasificatibri Company

Local Agencies
Petition for Access to County Roads. Petition for Vabating
County Road and Closing Section Lines, Certificate of Zoning
Compliance, Plant Site Rezoning, Conditional Use PerMit
Erosion and Sedimen, control Plan

Source: U.S. Department of the Interior 1977:1-9, 1-10.

efforts to slow energy demand would be more desirable than completion a pro-_
posed energy project. The final EIS for the SRC -II facility considered eight oil supply
alternatives to coal liquefaction; no action; and two alternative sites for the facility (Table
9): While the alternatives to coal liquefaction were oniy briefly discussed, detailed
studies were made of the alternatiVe Sites for the facility.

Other important federal environmental legislation protecting the aquatic, atmo-
spheric; and terrestrial environments requires permits for large coal conversion
facilities. The Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 gave the
Environrtierital PrOtectibn Agency permitting authority 9/4 energy facilities that dis-
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"'TABLEI3 MAJOR PERMITS REQUIRED FOR A COAL LIQUEFACTION
FACILITY IN WEST VIRGINIA

AGENCY, PERMIT
Federal Agencies

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
1. Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) permit
2. National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit for construction runoff water

3. NPDES permit for discharge from sewage treatment plant
4. NPDES permit for water intake badk-flUShing and any other plant operating discharge
5: Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) permit
6. Spill Prevention Control & Counter-Measure (SPCC) Plan
Corps of Engineers (COE)
1. Section 10 and 404 permits frit construction in a navigable river
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
1. Notice of Proposed Construction permit

West Virginia state Agencies
Air Pollution Control Commission
1. Permit to construct, modify, or relocate an air pollution source
Department of Natural Resource (DNR)
1. Water Pollution Control permit for construction runoff
2. Water Pollution Control permit for sewage treatment plart discharge .

3. Water Po °Wien Control permit for plant discharge operations
4. Water Pollution Control permit for a landfill
5. Dam Certificates of Approval
Department of Health

Permit to construct sewage treatment plant
2. Permit to operate sewage treatment plant
3: Permit to construct potable water supply system
4. Permit to operate potable water supply system

Permit to construct a Class III landfill for construction wastes
Department of Highways
1: Permission to enter highway
Department of Mines
1. Permit to plug a gas well

Local Agencies
No-countv-ar-ettv-permits required

Source: U:S: Department of Energy 1981:1-88.

bharge efflUentS. The 1977 Amendments to this Act provide that energy facilities use

the "best available technology economically available' to alleviateeffluent pollution:
Regulations stemming from the 1972 Act alSe promulgated cooling towers as the "best
available tedhnblegy" to control thermal pollution: This has meant that most power
plants constructed after 1975 have cooling towers. As observed by Reynolds
(1980371); this regulation increases the attractiveness of clustered powerplant siting

over dispersed Siting. Once-through cooling systems; popular before passage of these
regulations, required that facilities on waterways bedistant froM one another to
minimize cumulative thermal pollution.

All large coal conversion facilitieS require air pollution control permits. Many states
have foderaily approved air pollution control regulations which meet orexceed federal
air pollution standards. The nation has been diVided into Air Quality Control Regions
which are designated according to air quality. Allowable increments of air qt..3Iity

A- a
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TABLE 9 ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS TO A COAL
LIQUEFACTION FACILITY IN WEST VIRGINIA

Alternative Liquid Fuel Technologies:
Increased domestic oil production
Oil shale development
Enhanced oil recovery
Outer continental shelf petroleum
Ter sands and heavy oil
Biomass and heavy oil
Coal oil mixture

Alternative Sites:
Equality; Kentucky
Ravenswood, West Virginia

Source: U.S. Department of Energy 1981.

degradation are only allowed in certain regions so long as the new facility uses the best
available air pollution abatement equipment and its emissions do not exceed federal
standards. Federal regulations require that all new power plants install scrubbers as the
best available control technology. Many parts of the western states have been desig-
nated as Class I regions, severely restricting energy development (Calzonetti; Eckert,
and Malecki 1980). The ability to secure air pollution permits for power plants has been
a major influence in the pattern of energy facility siting. Since many cities have air_
pollution levels that exceed federal standards, it is difficult to construct new power
plants at the major load centers without offsetting the new pollution source with other
reductions in air emissions.

Federal control over the environment is becoming increasingly important in the
siting of coal conversion facilities. The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of
1976 designated two types of wastes, solid and hazardous. Hazardous wastes must be
disposed of in a particularly stringent and expensive manner which would add appreci-
ably to the price of a facility's energy. Those wastes designated as "solid" must still be
discarded in an environmentally-sound manner but not nearly so strictly as hazardous
WaStet. Solid wastes from power plants (fly ash, bottom ash; slag) were being studied
by the Environmental Protection Agency to determine their classification. Wastes from
coal liquefaction facilities will be treated as hazardous. Solid waste disposal is a great
concern for synthetic fuel facilities because of the large volumes generated and their
potentially toxic characteristics. The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act does
not alloiV hazardous wastes to be. stored or disposed of at certain types of locations
(floodplains, wetlands, close to residences). Thus, many prime waterway locations for
these facilities are more expensive because the operator'mUst transport tho waste
products off site to a safe disposal location (Calzonetti 1979).

Federal permits are alSo req_uired in response to protection of wildlife and histori-
cally significant cultural landmarks: The Endangered Species Conservation Act of 1969
and the Endangered Species Act of 1973 provided federal protection to, threatened
plants and animals and their habitatS. The recent experience with the delay of the
Tellico Dam project in Tennessee because it threatened the snail darter, an en-
dangered species, demonstrates the potential of this legislation. The protection of
cultural and hiStorical places comes under the auspices of the Historic Preservation Act
Of 1966. This is designed to mitigate or eliminate Impacts of projects on cultural
properties that are or may be placed in the National Register of Histori& Places.
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The federal role in siting decisions has also been legitimized by a series of
Executive Orders that have caused federal departments to reevaluate federal loans
and grants to projects that affect floodways, wetlands, or prime agricultural lands.

The State Role

All states regulate electric powerplants and have control over synthetic fuel facility
siting decisions: The state regulatory control over electric; Power includes setting the
retail rates for electricity; intrastate power transmission, and intrastate power pooling
arrangements. A "certificate of convenience and necessity" or some equivalent is
issued by the state Public Utility Commission demonstrating that the state accepts the
utility's demand forecasts and the effects that the construction of an additional facility
will have on the retail rate structure.

Procedures for permitting new facilities became more complicated as a result of
environmental legislation passed in the sixtiss and seventies. Implementation and
enforcement of this legislation was spread throughout many state agencies culminating
in a decentralized and overlapping permitting process. Deve;opers found this process
confusing; time-consuming; and redundant; the states found it to be costly. Winter and
Conner (1978) found that 21 state agencies were typically concerned in these
situations. Thirteen West Virginia state permits are required for the coal liquefaction
facility in Morgantown, a project which was not subject to Public Utility Commission
jurisdiction (Table 8). Partly in response to the intractability of this process, states
began to pass laws to streamline the energy facility siting process, largely by coordinat
ing primary siting authority through one state agency. In 1972; only five states had
legislation of this type; but by 1977 specific siting legislation existed in 28 states, and an

TABLE 10 STATE POWER PLANT SITING LEGISLATION_

STATES HAVING

Alabama
Alaska
Colorado
Delaware
Hawaii
Indiana
Louisana

MINIMAL POWER PLANT SITING LEGISLATION

Michigan
Mississippi
Missouri
North Carolina
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Virginia
West Virginia

STATES HAVING MODERATE POWER PLANT SITING LEGISLATION

Arkansas Kansas New Jersey
i

.Georgia Kentucky New Mexico
Idaho Maine North Dakota
Illinois Nebraska South Carolina
Iowa Nevada Vermont

STATES-HAVING EXTENSIVE POWER PLANT SITING LEGISLATION

Arizona Nitssirichusett8
California Minnesota
Connecticut Montana
Florida .

New Hampshire
Maryland New York

Ohio
°rector)
Washington
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Source: Winter, and Ccnner 1p78:29.
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additional 13 states had proposed such legislation (Southern Interstate Nuclear Board
1976: Eckert 1977). Table 10 indicates those states with minimal, moderate, or exten-
sive, power plant siting legislation.

Some state sal-- ., laws extend beyond the objective of coordinated permitting to
using these laws as a tool for energy location planning: Many western states were
aware tha rapid enorgy development could conflict,seriously with existing economic
interests, non-energy natural resources (water), public welfare, and state heritage.
Some of these laws were passed in conjunction with state severance taxes that aimed
to mitigate the undesirable impacts of energy development. The_North Dakota siting law
is ari_example of legislation designed to protect fragile areas from energy impactsa
step toward state energy land use planning (Table 11),

Most states with siting laws have a single administrative body which acts as the
lead agencv for local, state, and often federal oversight of an energy project (Arkansas,
New Jersey, and Wisconsin are notable exceptions). Its decision to issue a "Certificate
of Convenience and Necessity" or reject an application is usually final, preempting
regional or municipal challenges. The only recourse for the developer is state judicial
review if appropriate statutes governing the state's site overview procedures were not
followed, resulting in a denial of the developer's right to due process: The courts are not
allowed to rule on substantive findings of the state's siting body. On the other hand, the
state agencies may use the cbuttS to enforce compliance with the conditions of the

TABLE 11 NORTH DAKOTA EXCLUSION AND AVOIDANCE AREAS

EXCLUSION AREAS:
(a) Designated or registered: national parks; national historic sites and landmarks; national

hiatbriC districts; national monuments: national wilderness areas; national wildlife areas:
national wild, scenic, or recreational rivers; national wildlife refuges; and national grasslands.

(b) Designated or registered; state parks; state forests; state forest managementiands: state
historic sites; state monuments; state historical markers; state archaeological sites; state
grasslands; state wild; scenic; or recreational rivers; state game refuges; state game man-
agement areas; and state nature preserves.

(c) County parks and recreational areas; municipal parks; parks owned or administered by other
governmental arbdivisions; hardwood draws; and enrolled woodlands.

(d) Areas critical to the lifestages of threatened or endangered animal or plant species._
(e) Areas where animal or plant species that are unique or rare to this state would be irreversibly

damaged.
(0 Prime farm land and unique farm land; as defined by the Land Inventory and Monitoring

Division of the Soil Conservation Service, United States Department Of AgriOUltUre.
(g) Irrigated land:

AVOIDANCE AREAS:
(a) Areas of historical; scenic; recreational; archaeological, or paleontological significance

which are not designated as exclusion areas.
(b) Areas where surface drainage patterns and groundwater flow patterns will be adversely

affected.
(c) Within the city limits of a city or the boundaries of a military installation.
(d) Areas within known fl000plains as defined by the geographical boundaries of the 100 year

flood.
(e) Areas that are geologically unstable.
ff) -Woodlands and wetlands.

Source: North Dakota Energy Conversion and Transmission Facility Siting Act, Mirth Dakota
Century Code, Chapt. 49-22-10 (1978):
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permit during construction and operation of the facility: States often allow citizen suits to
ensure this compliance.

State siting laws gener;,.i:y provide the means for a greater exchange of information
with the public than is typically the case in States WithbUt Siting laws.: The EIS review
procedure provides for public hearings in all states: States with siting laws typically
have strict public hearing schedules: These public hearings have several formats, but
contents typically cover interveners' perceptions, reservations, or technical findings
related to the proposed facility's impacts.

State siting boards also require that the developer submit more detailed -and
comprehensive information concerning the proposed energy facility than is normally
required by state utility commissions. Energy demand forecasts are carefully
scrutinized by some state siting boards to ensure that new facilities are for the public
good. Public Utility Commissions generally require infOrrtiatiOn bri the location, type;
size; and related infrastructUre of a proposed facility; many siting boards require
specific information on the sources of water and fuel and a statement describing
potential environmental and socioeconomic impacts resUlting frorri the facility. Over
half of the states with siting laws require thiS ihforri-Otibti ter Several possible sites: In
California the developer must select a primary site and two feasible alternatives which

are presented and evaluated by the State Energy Commission.

Municipal and County Oversight

Municipalities can affect the lbcatiori of energy facilities through local zoning
ordinanceS, building codes, health and sanitation standards; and taxation policies.
Taxes collected by a local community are a form of coMpensation for the Undesirable

impact generated by a coal conversion Through zoning mechanisms; the
corrirrignity haS aUthority to determine the location of energy facilities within its jurisdic-
tion. Smaller communities or rural areas; where new facilities are often proposed, are in

realityiunable to exert much influence over proposed large-Scale development because
of a I ck of technical expertise, political power, or commitment. Even more frustrating
front he standpoint of a municipality is when a large facility is constructed nearby but
outsi e its jurisdiction on county property. The municipality is Subjected to many
and sirable impacts of the facility, but the revenues are collected by the county and
May be distributed for other purposes: Municipalities and county government may
infl nce certain aspects of the development, but are not ihfluential in making the big
dec sions on whether to proceed with developrrient plans. .Local government is most

eff- ctiVe When the county and city act in coordination; preventing the developer from

pla ing one jurisdiction against the other. Several states (California, Florida. Idaho,
Ne raska, Oregon, and Virginia) require MUriidipal and/Or county comprehensive land

us plans. Of theSe states, several require implementation; including the promulgation

of rdinances, establishment of planning commissions, and appropriate enforcerhent
m asures. In these states, siting laws normally take into account the local plan and will
not permit a development that contraditts local plans and ordinances;

Licensing Delays

Many induStry representatives maintain that siting delays are a major element of

the nation's energy problem. The plethora of permits, authorizations, and publichear-
ings are identified as a leading cause of delay. ConflictS among competing interests

also are instrumental in causing delay. The Kaiparowits case highlighted this utility
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viewpoint. Various factors aro responsible for causing siting delay, not all of which are
related to red tape or conflicts. Materials delivery problems, for instance, haye been
shown to be a much more important cause of slowing construction schedule' than is
usually recognized. In addition, slower growth rates reduce some of the urgency to
bring a facility on-stream in a given year. It should be remembered; howeyer, that
modern facilities facing long lead times are much larger than predecessor facilities that
were approved and completed in a much shorter period of time An eight-year lead time
for a 3,000 megawatt facility may be more reasonable than a four-year lead time on an
800 megawatt _facility.

The U.S. Department of Energy (1979) maintains records from projected power
plant projects that list the causes of delay cited by the developer (Tablo 12). In the case
of coal-fired power plants; it is obvious that problems associated with prolonged
permitting procedures and legal challenges are overstated. "Natural disasters," a
broad term which inClUdes events such as construction accidents; and financial and
economic problems faced by the utility; account for delay in over two-tnirds of the cases.
Financial and economic problems include failures to have rate increases passed, or
general economic conditions that reduce electrical demand: Although a delay category
was provided by the Department of Energy to cite load forecasting errors; no utility
re;:ognized this as a source of power project delay. By- contrast, permitting procedure
problems and legal Challenges are a much more important source of delay for nuclear
power plant projects. Again; natural disasters and financial or economic problems are
also cited as important factors slowing nuclear oroj,.cts.

Since licensing procedures and hearings provide access for public interest groups
to become involVed in the siting process, siting procedure's have been attacked as an
avenue for interveners to cause delay. The utility view is summarized by Ward
(1979:61):

The upshot of this system which encourages public-participation but
then only ailows him the tactic of delay is not surprisingly, interminable
delay. The intervener ultimately loses his case but succeeds in signifi.:
cantly increasing the cost Of The facility, Several years of hearings are not
uncommon.

Federal and state legislation have provided avenues for increased public participa-
tion that were formerly available only through the use of common law. Common law,
with its restrictive rule of standing, did produce notable citizen victories, but called for a

TABLE i2 CAUSES OF POWER PLANT DELAY

REASONS CITED

Natural DisaSter
Financial or Economic Problems
Prolonged Procedures to Obtain Necessary Certificates from '

Government Agercies 12:2 25.2

Legal Challenges 6.1 14.7

Equipment Problems or Late Delivery of Equipment 4.4 4.9
Rescheduling of Associated Facility: e.g.. Transmission Lines 3.5 1A
Labor Problems 1.8 3.5

Changes in Regulatory Requirement 0.9 7.0
Rtrikes 0.9 472

PERCENT OF CASES

COAL-F,RED NUCLEAR

45.6 23.1
24:6 16.1

Source: U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Ali inistration 1979: Table 3
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sophisticated organization with the knowledge, skills, and time to participate in lengthy
hearings to attack,and defeat utility projects. Standing refers to the right of an'individual
to use the courts. Generally; the rule of standing requires that only individuals who are
able to prove that an action will damage hisproperty or proprietary interests may take
his case to the courts (O'Riordan 1976: 271-282). Class action suits, in which a group of
individuals sharing a common interest may enjoy legal standing, have been used by
many groups to challenge power projects. A collection of conservationist groups and
individuals, known as the Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference, was granted-class
standing since the group (numbering 18,000) shared a common interest in protecting
the Hudson River Valley from a hydroelectric-pumped storage project (Caldwell,
Hayes, and MacWhirter 1976:218-227). This group was able to force the Federal
Power Commission to modify the plans of the developer (Consolidated Edison of New
York) and to consider environmental factors in its decision.

The permitting process is substantially len_gthened by legal proceedings. Consoli-
dated Edison began planning the Storm King Mountain hydroelectric plant in 1960 and
envisioned that the facility would be in operation by 1968 (Caldwell, Hayes, and
MacWhirter 1976:219-220). It was not until 1973 that the Scenic Hudson Preservation
Conference lost its court battle against the New York Commissioner of the Department
of Environmental Conservation;

Lack of Coordination

Common to the facility siting process is the overall lack of coordinated and
comprehensive energy planning. Although state siting agencies a;id regional planning
commissions are beginning to coordinate energy decisions, it is still true that new
energy's place is being decided on a case-by-case basis, with little disCussion of
regional or nalignal implications. The cumulative result of individual siting and permit-
ting decisionsiMany made by single-purpose agencies) may lock the nation into a
pattern of energy supply that will persist for many decodes. Implications of shifting a
large portion of energy supply to new coal facilities may be profound and unanticipated.

Although efforts have been made at both federal and state levels to streamline the
siting process and reduce the overlaps and inconsistencies in facility permitting proce-
dures, the process is still complicated. Overall, policy is made more on the basis of state
and local interests than on regional or national needs. State and local agencies
sometimes have difficulty regulating the activities of utilities and corporations that plan
at the multistate level. While state siting commissions and environmental impact
statements do consider the broader implications of a new facility, they generally focus
on the impacts of the new facility on the surrounding area and do not evaluate regional
or national siting strategies. State siting Commissions live little attention to implications
of facilities for interstate power systems. A notable exception is the Montana Major
Facility Siting Act that lists the relationship of energy facilities to the regional grid
distribution system as one criterion for siting. Because major electrical production
facilities are tied together in a regional power pool, siting new facilities affects the
reliability and efficiency of the entire system.
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Centralized or Decentralized Energy?

When any new energy facility is proposed, disputes often arise over why it is
needed. One reason that energy facility siting hearings are so acrimonious is that they
become a forum for discussing energy policy, not the appropriateness of a particular
response to an energy problem. A proposal to site a new power plant or other facility is
challenged by those who favor energy conservation over energy supply solutions,
those who advocate using other energy supply alternatives, those who would rather
have the facility sited elsewhere, and those who are opposed to the technology. The
discussion resulting from an energy proposal often becomes very broad because most
states (an even the nation) lack a detailed energy plan that calls for an appropriate mix
of energy supply and conservation alternatives. Susskind and Cassel la (1980:17)
found that this was a significant reason that siting discussions become so embroiled in
larger policy issues:

Without such a policy that enumerates production and conservation
objectives, disagreements over the desirability of alternative energy
sources or the relative desirability of alternative technologies will be
played out every time anew project is proposed.

This contributes to the length of licensing procedures and the difficcilties encountered irr
resolving conflicts over specific energy projects. Disputes arise when different interests

. disagree on demand growth rates and the need to increase system capacity. One
guidebook for citizen activism against power projects (Morgan and Jerabek 1974:75-
76) recommends that interest groups challenge utility projects on several counts to
dispute the need to construct new energy facilities. The guidebook points out that
appliance saturation can offset previously high energy demand growth rates and that
utility policy can significantly affect demand:

Some siting conflicts arise when coal conversion facilities are proposed that many
people do not believe will serve an important need. Many groups and individuals
maintain that these facilities are pushed by institutions or authorities without a clear
justification of their usefulness. Siting disputes often become entangled in the larger
ideological controversies of "groWth vs. no-growth" and "technocentnsm vs. ecocen-
trism," making concensus on a particular project difficult

The distinction between centralized and decentralized energy development
strategies lies at the heart of many siting conflicts. In his classic 1976 article, Lovins
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clarifies this distinction:

The rust path . . relies on rapid expansion of centralized high
technologies to increase supplies of energy, especially in the form of
electricity. The second path combines a prompt and serious commit-
ment to efficient use of energy, rapid development of renewable energy
sources matched in scale and in energy quality to end-use needs; and
special transitional fossil-fuel technologies . . . (Lovins 1976:65).

Figure 4 illustrates some of the decentralized and centralized energy alternatives that
can help to meet the goal of increasing the nation's energy supplies. Centralized
systems include the familiar nuclear and coal facilities that supply energy to a regional
or national distributional network (electrical transmission grid or gas pipeline network).
Some centralized facilities can be based on renewable or continuous energy. The U.S.
Department of Energy's 10 MWe "Tower of Power" solar thermal generating plant near
Barstow; California, is an example of centralized energy facility based on a flow
resource. Decentralized alternatives include residential systems (solar heating), com-
munity systems (district heating), and industrial systems (co-generation). Small, decen-
tralized facilities may be based on non-renewable, renewable; or continuous re-
sources. Commoner (1979:60)_discusses a co-generator unit developed by Fiat known
as TOTEM which converts 66 percent of the fuel's energy (gasoline, methane, or
alcohol) into heat and 26 percent into electricity: Only 8 percent of the unit's energy is
wasted (compared to over 60 percent in a large power plant).

Decentralized Energy

Decentralized energy systems are popularly known as "soft" technologies; a term
introduced by Lovins (1976), or "appropriate technologies" as discussed by
Schumacher (1973), in that the energy provided is matched to serve a particular local
energy need. Love (1977:78) defines appropriate technology as "locally produced,
labor-intensive to operate, decentralizing, repairable, fueled by renewable energy,
ecologically sound, and community building." A goal of these systems is to reduce
waste as much as possible. By definition, these systems are not designed to serve a
wider market; although energy produced from them could be accepted into a regional
power grid. It could be argued that where local energy demand is extremely high, such
as urbanized areas, the appropriate energy technology is centralized-power (such as
nuclear or coal-fired power plants). However; advocates of the soft energy path would'
argue that new centralized facilities should only be used after intensive efforts toward
conservation, co-generation, and district heating.

Decentralized energy systems; while not totally appropriate for urban areas, may
be extremely valuable in rural areas. A commitment to low-head hydroelectric, solar,
biomass, or wind energy may help to make rural areas almost totally energy self-
supportir.g for heating and electricity: Reducing the reliance on centralized energy
would keep money in the area instead of sending it to power companies. As the cost of
energy increases, such transfers of wealth from rural areas may become increasingly
significant. This concern has been raised by Messing et al. (1979:40):

There is a fear that an "all e fecMc" rural America will be a very expensive
proposition for farmers and rural communities when all costs and exter-
nalities are included, particularly given inflation; rising construction
costs, and rising energy costs . . . Large centralized systems, with

4
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larger infrastructure costs and commitments (transmission and distribu-
tion) needed to service rural areas, may make rural consumers "high-
cost dependents" and, perhaps, most vulnerable to higher rates during
normal periods of service and most vulnerable to cutbacks in times of
shortages.

Synthetic
Feels

The extent to which decentralized energy can help to maintain the economic strength of
rural areas needs further investigation.

Decentralized facilities do not generate the siting problems associated with large
centralized facilities. Since these facilities are much the lead time for construct7
ing and having a facility operating is much shorter. Many federal and state laws exempt
small facilities from the need to secure permits and authorizations. Thus, decentralized
facilities can be deployed very quickly if the necessary inducements _exist lo spur
individuals to adopt these systems. The National Research Council (1979:347) envi-
sions this occurring with decentralized solar systems if the government takes strong
measures to increase their attractiveness.

Another reason the siting of these facilities is not a problem is that most systems
are relatively benign. In some cases, this is a function of the smaller scale of the facility;
$uch as a windmill, that only affects a for: people in a mildly disagreeable manner
(interference with TV reception): In some solar space heating and hot water systems
the only undesirable attribute of the system is the problem of disposal of transfer fluids
(Weeter and Carson, 1979). On the other hand, some communities are beginning to
experience serious air pollution problems as many residents adopt wood and coal
stoves to fight rising heating bills. Decentralized technologies based on non-renewable
and renewable resources may not be viewed as favorably as those using continuous

energy forms.
A third reason why decentralized systems do not face the siting problems of

centralized facilities is that they are constructed to serve local_inhabitarits and provide
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some measure of local or individual self-sufficiency. Success has been noted in several
cities using an initiative to solve local energy problems through conservation measures
and decentralized energy farms (Brunner 1980).

Decentralized technologies are less amenable' than centralized technologies to
state or national energyplannin_g. Energy planners can make a few decisions on large
facilities to increase energy supply by several thousand megawatts; whereas if they
relied on decentralized technologies, an equivalent energy contribution could require
millions of individual decisions. The federal government must disaggregate national
energy goals to local areas and rely upon a system of incentives to motivate individuals
and communities to adopt decentralized systems (Brunner 1980:85).

Centralized Energy

Centralized energy facilities provide power to a national or regional energy distribu-
tion system. While it would be impossible to map the location of future decentralized
energy technologies, a map of some accuracy can be drafted to illustrate the location of
centralized facilities due to come on-line in the future (Figure 5): Many announced
facilities will probably not be constructed; they are on the long-term planning horizon of
utilities and other energy companies.

Essentially, new energy facilities are ordered for three reasons: (a) to replace
obsolete facilities; (b) to expand system capacity, and (c) to substitute new supply
systems as other energy supplies are depleted. Centralized facilities may be ordenA by
energy utilities, private energy corporations; government entities; or a group of different
energy organizations. The rationale for building 'hew facilities depends upon the type of
organization involved. Although a utility must decommission some facilities as they
become obsolete, the motivation for ordering new facilities is usually to Increase system
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capacity or to switch tb an alternative boiler fuel. Large, modern power plants dwarf the
capacity of predecessor plants so the replacement of obsolete facilities is usually only a
contributing factor in siting questions.

The largest coal-fired power plant in 1955 had a generating capacity of 300 MWe,
brie-tenth of the capacity of recently announced 3,000 MWe facilities (Ford 1980:25).
Figure 6 illustrates the trend toward larger facilities through time. An increasing peeper:
tion of our electrical generating capacity is represented by recent construction (Table
13)._ Forty -seven percent of existing capacity has been added since 1970. Projected
coal -fired capacity will add 154 gigawatts to the existing 217 gigawatts, an increase of
over 40 percent. The size of units was able to increase in response to:design and
engineering MedifibatibriS deVelciped after 1930, but power plant units haVe apparently
reached Optimal sizes in the 500-600 MWe range, and the construction of larger units_is
not anticipated. However, modern facility sites may have capacity exceeding 3000
MWe by having multiple_generating units. Thus, outcome -of a few siting decisions
could be it-aperient in determining how a region receives its principal electricity supply
and what regions are the principal energy suppliers.

The decision made by an electrical utility to expand capacity is based upon
feirecaStS jor demand and the ability of the system to provide reliable service at a
reasonable cost (Maher 1977:190-191). It is important for an electrical utility to maintain
reliable electrical service to its customers. Understanding a utility's motives_for wishing
to site a new electrical generating facility- requires some knowledge of reserve margins
and mixes of base-load and peak-load facilities: Siting disputes are often complicated
discussions of base-load or peak-load facilities; power sales or purchases, and apPre:
priate reserve capacity levels. This complexity stems from the fact that electricity
cannot readily: be stored but must be produced in sufficient quantities to meet current
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TABLE 13 U.S. COAL-FIRED ELECTRICAL
GENERATING CAPACITY

CONSTRUCTION
PERIOD

CAPACITY OF
FACILITIES'

(Mtge)
PERCENT
OF TOTAL

Before 1930 460 0.198
1930-1934 200 _ 0.192
1935-1939 566.8 1.26
1940-1944 2,068.9 0.96
1945-1949 3,752.1 1.73
1950-1954 19 675.0 9.08
1955-1959 26,235.6 12:27
1960-1964 22,557.1 10.49
1965-1969 39 :720:8 18.13
1970-1974 62.273.7 28.74
1975-1979 39;145.2 18.07

216,655.1 100

aFacilities available for operation in 1579.
Source: U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administra-

tion 1979

demand. Since electricity demand varies seasonally and daily there are times at which
a utility must be prepared to provide large quantities of electricity while at other times
demand in the service area may be very low.

In responso to this fluctuating demand, most electric utilities own "base load" and
"peak load" generating plants: Base load facilities are designed to operate at close to
maximum capacity almost continuously to provide basic electrical service to a utility's
customers. When demand falls below base load output, electricity may be sold to
adjacent utilities. Facilities with high fixed costs and low operating costs are often used
as base-load facilities: As a rule, nuclear power plants are base load facilities.

When heavy demand is placed on a system, such as on a hot summer afternoon
when air conditioners are operating, a utility will use additional facilities to provide extra
generating capacity or purchase electricity from-other utilities. Facilities that can be
brought into service on short notice to meet high demand requirements are known as
peak load units (Carlson, Freedman, and Scott 1979:11). Oil burning units, expensive
to- operate but easy to bring on-line are often employed for peak-load situations: To

__meet peak-load demand, a utility may operate a pumped storage facility. A base load
plant with lower operating coats will pump water into an elevated impoundment at times
of sled. demand. Turbines generate electricity during times of peak power demands:

Because a utility often experiences operating problems in its system or routine
maintenance may close a!plant, utilities must have a reserve margin so that even if
some facilities are down, the system as a whole can still satisfy peak demand, It is
customary that this reserve margin be 15 to 20 percent higher than peak load demands
(Carlson, Freedman, and Scott 1979:8). The U.S. Department of Energy publishes
reserve margin guidelines followed in different regions of the country: Utilities in a better
geographical position to purchase power from other utilities need not have such a high
reserve margin as those that are connected to only one or two systems. The practice of

':1",shifting electricity from one region to others through different utility systems to satisfy
`demand is known as "wheeling:" This practice provides for more reliability in the
national electrical supply system.
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TG coordinate electric utility companies in order to improve system reliability, the
Federal Power Commission in coordination with Canada helped to organize the Na-
tionalElectriC Reliability Council. The 1965 Northeast blackout was the impetus forthis --
arrangement: Nine regional electric reliability councils were formed (Figure 7; page 38)

-which- coordinate utility planning and data collection activities.
Utilities have facilitated electricity shifts by forming power pools to coordinate

system planning; consti action programs; and the buying and selling of electricity:
Power pools operating at a multistate scale plan outside the scrutiny of state and local
government agencies. The degree to which these institutional arrangements may limit
public access to utility decision making has been identified as a serious concern by
Messing; Freisema; and Morell (1979:53):

Unless new institutional mechanisms are created to coordinate these
planning functions. it would appear that local governments will remain
unable to respond to planning options considered by regional utility
planners and that an increasing amount of utility planning will be con-
ducted through regional power pools or other interstate coordinating
agreements with minimal consideration to options of local and even state
governments.

Since centralized power is the cornerstone of utility development plans; important
planning decisions in favor of large facilities and interstate transmission networks are
being made without citizen input. This fact czntributes to the distrust between different
interests in siting twarings:

Although most Americans agree that new energy supply facilities need to be
constructed, opinion differs widely on whether the emphasis should be on a decen-
tralized or centralized approach. Part of the difficulty in reaching agreement on particu-
lar coal conversion siting decisions stems from the deep commitment of many individu-
als to decentralized power. Planning decisions for large facilities are often made at
levels beyond the reach of private citizens; local officials, and, sometimes, state agencies,
_contributing to suspicions about centralized energy systems. However, it is clear
that large coal conversion facilities will be constructed in the future. The next chapter
provides more detail on the motives behind the siting decisions of principal coal
conversion facility developers.
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The Decision Environment in Energy
Facility Siting

Geographers and regional economists have long been interested in problems
relating to the siting of industrial firms. Is the process of selecting sites for energy
facilities different than that for selecting sites for industrial facilities? Can the estab-
lished analytical procedures used for industrial siting be used successfully for the siting
of energy facilities? The goals and nature of decision-makers are important factors
influencing bath industrial and energy facility siting. The motives of energy developers,
particularly energy utilities, are quite different from those upon which many industrial
location models are based. In recent years; the value of location models for contempor-
ary decision-making has been questioned along these lines. Thomas (1980:9-10),
arguing that location theory does not accurately depict the motives of a modern
organization; asserts that "classical location theory and its neoclassical economic
foundations provide an inadequate framework for seeking coherent explanations for
the industrial decisions of the firm." Many assumptions of classical location theory
relating to the motives of decision-makers are even less able to provide adequate
explanations for the location decisions of the organizations siting energy facilities. This

means -that-industrial location models must be used with extreme-caution-when the---
topic concerns the siting or many different types of energy facilities. Given these
caveats; industrial location models do serve an important purpose in energy facility
siting. Variations of the Weber model; in particular, are used by many energy planners
to help identify potential energy sites. In this chapter we indicate, the conditions that
must realistically be included in energy facility siting models: The next chapter provides
a more detailed discussion of common siting approaches and alternative methods.

Location Theory and the Behavior of Large Organizations

Industrial location theory arose out of two major schools of thought, the "least%
coat" approach and the "locational-interdependence" approach (Smith 1971). The
least-cost approach; founded by Weber (1929); evaluated alternative industrial loca-
tIons with respect to the aggregate cost of supplying the facility with its requisite inputs.
As such, transportation costs were a prominent, and often predominant, factor in
industrial location decisions: Markets were generally assumed to be punctiform, and
little recognition was given to the nature of buyers or demand elasticities. In contrast;
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the locational-interdependence schOcil, with its tradition from Hate 'ling (1929); shunned
comparative cost -analysis approaches in favor of an investigation of how spatial

----61561(5-etitibribia-y-affeet the configuration of sellers to buyers.
While there was some overlap in the two schools from the beginning, it is generally

acknowledged that they were finally incorporated into an overall industrial location
theory by Greenhut(195171952): These approaches have subsequently been refined
and elaborated. The variable cost model. graphically described by Sitiith (1971),
incorporated cost, demand, and dynamic conditions into a comprehensive framework:

Mahy researchers h-aVe attacked industrial_ location models on various fronts.
Richardson (1969) disputed the assertion that profit maximization_ is the ultimate
locational goal. This goal, as used in the variable cost model, leads to the choice of site
Whith maximizes tetel revenues minus total costs: Richardson suggests that decisions
within large corporations are based less on profit motives than on growth "satisfying"
behavior. Such conclusions have also been expressed in popular literature (Galbraith
1967; Scott and Hail 1979). Richardson notes that since the goal of a corporation may
not be to maximize profits. the chances of constructing an operational model which
incorporates their motives is severely limited. Richardson has been joined by numerous
others palling for more detailed analysis of the motives of individuals within the firm to
Understand locational choice (Thwaites 1978):

Organizations Siting Coal Conversion Facilities-

A number of different types of organizations are involved in siting coal conversion
Except Tor privately -owned energy corporations (essentially integrated oil

corporations) these organizations are either heavily regulated public or private utilities
or government entities. The privately-owned energy corporation haS the strongest
resembierce to the "entrepreneUr" considered in classical location theory but is only
active in limited roles in a few synthetic fuel projects: Although these corporations own
vast coal reserves; their activity in coal conversion facility siting is usually in concert with
federal government agencies, Utilities, or joint ventures with other corporations Most
coal conversion facility siting decisions involve power plants., the investor-owned utility
is the major actor in this realm.

Privately-owned electric utilities generated over three - quarters of the nation's
electricity in 1979 (Table 14). These corporations control almost 80 percent of the
nation's generating capacity, and had total revenues of over -$72 billion in 1979 (U.S.

Department of Energy; Energy Information Administration 1980a;23). Privately -owned
utilities operate 645 steam-electric plants with an installed capacity of 353 gigawatts.

TABLE 14 ELECTRIC UTILITY GENERATION IN THE U.S.' (Percent of Total)

POWER DISTRICTS PRIVATELY
YEAR -COOPERATIVES FEDEZIAL 8 STATE PROJECTS MUNICIPAL OWNEDb-

1970
1975

1.5 12.1 4.3 4:7 77.4
1.9 11.5 4.8 4.3 77.5

1979 2.4 10:5 5:1 8.9- 78.1

aExclusive of energy used for pumped storage. ,

°D-OeS not include industrial plant net generation.

Source: U.S. Department of Energy Energy Information Administration 19804:15 19804:15
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Federallyowned systems account for Slightly more than ten percent of the electric-
lty:generated.in the..United_States:_ These systems include the Tennessee Valley
Authority (TVAI, the Bonneville Power Administration (B _A), and the Rural Electric
Association (REA). TVA, a government owned corporation, is the largest power system
in the nation and provides electricity to about 2:5 million customers in seven states: TVA
sells most of its power wholesale to local municipal and cooperative electric systems
(Roberts and BlUhm 1981: 63-118). BPA markets power generated at federal facilities
in the Pacific Northw,est. Although it operates the nation's largest power supply net-
work; it is not a major generator of electricity. The more than 1000 Rural Electric
Cooperatives throughout the country own 40 percent of the nation's electric transmis-
sion lines. These organizations, originally formed to funnel federal funds into rural areas
for electrification; play an important role in financing electrical power systems: -Although
they are not major generators of electricity; they are involved in major joint power
projects with utilities since they are eligible for inexpensive federal loans (Messing,
Friesema; and Morell 1979:28):

The Decision Environment

Power plant siting by these organizations is not based on free market principles,_a
fundamental tenet of classical location theory; but is carried out in a monopolistic or
oligopolistic in the case of non-utility energy firmsframework. The effect of monopoly
and oligopoly operational environments is important and contrasts with the behavior of
tha firm as presented in classical industrial location theory. Energy utilities operate in a
legal environment based upon their "mandate to serve" an area with a reliable energy
supply. A particular utility is granted monopoly territory and a state-determined rate
structure that allows cost-plus pricing with a regulated rate-of return. Protection from
competition with state control over rates and returns distinguishes utilities from true
monopolies (Maher 1977:185). If a utility is unable to provide reliable service at a
reasonable cost, competitive suppliers can be given access to its territory. Under this
arrangement, utility executives are sensitive to the reliability of the energy supply
system. even beyond profit maximization. Maher (1977:190-191), in a survey of mid-
western electric utility executives, found that system reliability goals equaled or ex-
ceeded goals relating to the provision of service at a reasonable rate to the customer;
and far exceeded their concern for covering costs or making an attractive return on
investment. This does not imply that utilities are totally uninterested in holding costs
down. As noted by Roberts and Bluhm (1981:52), state rate-making commissions have
been under pressure to limit rate increases. Without sufficient rate increases; utilities
may face problems securing their guaranteed returns on investments. This is one
reason why many utilities are reluctant to equip power plants with expensive scrubbing
units: There are some important implications of this monopolistic. arrangement and of
corporate goals for the siting of energy facilities.

Uniform Detivered Price

An important distinction between energy facilities and industrial facilities is the
nature of demand. Most industrial operations produce marketable goods which are sold

'according to a demand function that reflects demand elasticitiet. Firms using Lo.b.
pricing mechanisms allow the good's price to reflect the transport cost of supplying a
particular customer, The product of a utility's energy facility is sold, by law; at the same
price irrespective of location within a defined service area
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Naturally, the cost of generating electricity varies_ considerably throughout the

country resulting in a wide range of electricity prices: National variation in electricity bills

for large indUStrial customers has attracted energy intensive industries, such as
aluminum smelting, to the Pacific Northwest because of its inexpensive electricity

prices.
On the other hand, the cost of electricity does not vary within the service area of

utility: While inexpensive electricity may be an important regional -factor in

industrial sit;selection, it is not so important site determinant within a region. A new
..energy fad* dbeS not necessarily attract enc;-gy intensive industries. Customert

distant from the power generating facility pay the same price as theSe adjacent to the

fadility: The cost of providing service is-certainly related to distance, making location
relative toload centers an important consideration in thechoice of energy site If system'

reliability is the major objective and monopoly conditions exist within a cost -plus pricing

system, it makes little sense to eXpendmuch effort to site faCilitieS at profit - maximizing

locations. For the most part, lecational.deCtsion-making should parallel that of industrial

facilities involved in an organized oligopoly which; according to Greenhut (1963:159).
does not promote an efficient distribution in space.!'

Energyeutilities do 6ot-operate in a competitive situation: The regulatory environ-

ment defirieS the extent of the rtfarket (although incursions into it can be made by firriS

supplying alternative fuels)vvhich demands a relatively predictable quantity of energy.
The overriding preoccupation, with reliability is- manifested as a desire to control its
operational environment so the "mandate to serve" can be fulfilled. To control its
oPeratibrial environment, a utility seeks to prepare for future contingencies by planning

or influencing demand growth rates in its market area assuring reliable fuel supply
through long-term contracts, stockpiling fuels so that a particular facility can continue

operation despite fuel delivery problems, and intensive lobbying activities tQunder=
stand and influence the regulatory environment.

Capital Cost and Risk Minimization
(jam

aite deal Conversion facilities are extremely capital-intensive. A large power

plant costs in excess of $1.2 billion, and utilities report problems in raising money of
such magnitude (Mitchell and Chatletz 1975). Gas utilities (currently changing their

name to natural resource compahies) facealmost insurmountable problems in generat-

ing sufficient capital for synthetic gas.facilities_that will supply only a fraction of the gas

provided by conventional sources. Because of the tremendous capital requirements of

energy facilities a particular_ proposal is sensitive to project delays, which rapidly
etealate the total cost of the project. The cost of the Kaiparowits proposal was rising at a

rate of $1 million per rip until the developers withdrew from the project.
Utilities and diversified energy corporations have responded to the problem of high

risk from large financial capital requirements by pooling resources in consortium
activity: enlisting the assistance of federal_and state government, and even arranging

financing with foreign governments,In 1975. American Natural Gas was the prime
utility deVeloper Of the _coal gasification facility in North Dakota. Unable to secure
needed government loan guarantees, the utility pooled its resources with several other
utilities to construct the facility. Rural Electric Cooperatives are often used by
privately-owned Utilities as a vehicle for securing low-cbst-, Rural Electrification Ad=
Minittratierwapital and as a wayto reduce financial risks in large power projects, Some

75 percent of Rural Electrificatiort's Joan guarantee commitments for 1975 financed
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cooperative participation with the electric utility induStry for new power plants (Messing,
Friesema; and Morell 1979:41).

Capital costs are spatially invariant. They only reflect location_to the degree that the
site will alter tha'construction costs of a facility. A remote location, for example, will
require access roads; railroad spurs; and other infrastructure' investments, increasing
the tot& cost of building. Capital costs are incurred before the plant begins- opdration
and is generating any revenue. Operational costs are more neatly incorporated in
least-cost industrial location models: These include the costs for coal deliveries, labor,
water; and any other costs that are incurred in the operation of the facility: Industrial
location meidels, such as the variable-cost model, evaluatethose factors that vary in
cost with location: The cost of obtaining capital, for instance, does not vary with location.

High capital costs are most crucial for a utility trying to bring a new energy facility
on-line. Each month of delay and each additional year that theplant does not generate
revenue costs millions of dollars for most large projects. These costs become as
significant as the locationally varying operating costs. A least-cost siting model may
identify a site at which operation costs are low because of accessibility to the load
center, tlie coal field, and transmission lines. These costs savings, however; will not be
realized until after the plant is on-line and generating revenue, seven or perhaps ten
years after the initial site survey was prepared: If the least-cost location incites interest
group opposition, or requires additional hearings or other delays; financing charges
escalate:

A "risk-reducing- siting strategy would be one that chooses a facility site that would
meet state and federal laws and regulations and would not be likely to arouse citizen or
environmentalist opposition. This strategy would allow the facility to come on7lineas
plannectwithout excessive delay; thereby keeping capital costs at their lowest. If such a
location incurs high operation costs; their expense will not be felt until far into the future
or may be balanced by capital cost savings. In addition, since the utility operates on a
cost-plus basis; these costs can often be passed or to the consumer:

Least-Cost Siting Approaches

Least-cost location models. elaborations of the Weber model, are often employed
to indicate candidate locations for new facilities: These methods are used to identify
locations in which ihe major factor or factors affecting the cost of operation are
minimized. Coal delivery and water availability are critical factors in the total operational
costs of coal conversion facilities. Utility planners also seek locations that can be easily
connected to the electrical transmission network, -

Figure 8A illustrates a service area for a hypottietical electrical utility that has
decided to build an additional coal-fired power plant: This utility provides electricity to
one large city of a million inhabitant% several smaller centers, as well as a rural
population. This electricity is generated at three power., plants and is occasionally
purchased from other producers during outages or to meet-peak demand. For choosing
a site for the additional facility; the utility uses a least-co/St approach since revenues, as
shown in Figure 8B; are not spatially iant. In this simplified example; proximity to
coal, water, and the load center are the crucial costs varying spatially. Computing the
cost of supplying prospective- sites with these inputs provides a "cost surface" from
which the final site will be selected: In this case; the utility chose a less than optimal site
because of other conditions (availability of land) .4 The utility had to locate within its
"spatial margins to profitability" Where total revenues equalotettll costs. It isdoubtful that
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utilities undertake comprehensive searches to identify the particular least-cost location

once they determine that their proposed site falls within the "spatial margins to profita-

bility." This region; it must be stressed, is partly defined by the state cost-plus pricing

structure. When the rate structure proves inadequate, the utility is forced again to seek

5-5"
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rate increases from the state regulatory agency. This view of utilities' motives is not new
or surprising. Labys; Palk: and Leibenthal (1979:19) succinctly summarized the nature
of utilities' demands with respect lo coal:

They are not too concerned about minimizing cost. In fact, their behavior
reflects that management has preferred fuels more convenient and less
expensive to handle than coal (such as gas and residual fuel) or simply
more glamorous (such as nuclear fuels).

Currently; electric utilities required by the Federal Power Plant and Industrial Fuels
Use Act of 1978 (P. L. 95-620) to switch from oil and gas to coal as boiler fuel are
meeting hoStile receptions from utility commissar and citizen organizations who .

.challenge their) quests for rate increases (Shenon 1980). Rising costs and declining
earnings; combined with high interest rates and inflation levels, have limited the ability
of many utilities to undertake coal generator construction financing through such
traditional means as bank loans and bond issues. Poor system planning and a belief
that previously high growth levels would last indefinitelyled most of the nation's utilities
to invest heavily in large centralized facilities: Demand shortfalls in recent years and
overinvestment caught most utilities short. In 1979; Standard and Poor's index of 22
electric utility stocks declined 10.7 percent to the lowest level since the 1975 recession
(Shenon 1980:19).

Operational uncertainties can be reduced through site selection. In this regard;
many utilities have an explicit policy of siting all new facilities within their market area
However; Figure 8 indicates that the spatial margins to profitability could extend beyond t
a utility's market area boundaries. If this is true; a utility may consider siting new power
plants outside its market area "Outsiting" trends have been considered by Hillsman
and Alvic (1980); who found that:

. . . outsited generatino capacity has increased from roughly 10 per-
cent of the nation's capa:;ily_in 1950 to roughly 23 percent in 1980, and
that it will probably increase to just under 30 percent in 1990:

A utility could argue that no locale in its service area would accept the undesirable
consequences of a new power plant, but it may be difficult to rationalize the siting of a
noxious facility in an area that will not receive any major energy benefit. Control of
mining operations and ownership of coal cars are strategies used by utilities whiCh
reduce uncertain' i concerning fuel supply and leave the utility free to choose between
"outsiting" and intramarket site.

The regulatory environment governing site selection can be a critical variable in
further focusing the site decision. As an example, a location adjacent to available coal
supplies could reduce total transport costs over the life of the facility by eliminating the
costs associated with rail or slurry pipeline to a load center site.. States that have shown
a lack of cooperation in locating coal-fired generators that will serve out-of-state
markets can make the siting process costly in terms of time and money. Such delays
are clearly unacceptable to utilities that must provide for their market demand while
staying within cost levels dictated by their rate structures; providing a favorable rate of
return to investors, and presenting a picture of solvency to the financial establishment.

Traditional location theory would suggest facility site selection based on cost
minimization or profit maximization; Instead; we see firms choosing sites based on the
political realities of their operating environments. To be sure; economics are critical to
the utilities' decision to expand capacity, but we are dealing with the economics of

5R
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complex internal and external decisibh environments. Internally, there are existing
plants, varying by capacity, age, fuel type; and system role peak versus base load,
These are being depreciated under different schedules and require varying amoUntt of

labor and operation and maintenance costs, all of which are changing rapidly in time: In

addition, before_ the decision to expand production capacity is made; otheralternatives
such as "wheeling" must be examined: Along with forecasts of future demand, the
preceding criteria influence choices of fuel type and plant capacity. Site seleCtiOn is a
decision made later in the proceSS. It appears that for utilities; optimizing the compatibil-
ity between the site and the energy technology is not a high priority. This is evidenced by

the use of environmental impact statements as justification for site selebtion rather than
as a planning tool and by the fact that the EIS often ignores the social; economic or
political consequences of the siting decision: The result for the utility in these cases can
be costly and long-lasting court battles that threaten system stability Or, Stated simply,

threaten the utility's "mandate to serve."

In sum; we can see that the decision-making environment in siting is complex, and

the motives of energy developers are quite remote from the "entrepreneur" assumed in
traditional location theory. This does not negate the usefulness of locational analysis
techniques in siting decisions, but calls for a closer approximation of the goals sought in

finding sites for new facilities. In the next chapter we review a number of approaches
that are currently used in finding sites for new facilities and other promising methods
which attempt to operationalize multiple goals into useful siting tools.
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Analyzing Siting Options

Various approaches to the problems involved in siting energy facilities have been
developed, These include methods to identify and evaluate potential sites and
techniques to resolve locational conflict problems. Geographers are active in both
areas. Many geographers have helped to develop methods that indicate locations likely
to be acceptable for new energy facilities. Generally, the geographer's role has been to
evaluate locationally-varying siting factors in order to identify a few sites which can be
inspected by engineers, geologists, and other technical professionals. Site screening
methods and spatial allocation approaches are valuable tools in evaluating potential
energy facility locations. Geographers also contribute to reducing locational conflict
associated with siting, including various participatory planning strategies, compensa-
tion, and mitigation.

Site Screening Methods

The beginning point in finding a location for a new energy facility is to eliminate
unacceptable locations so that a more serious evaluation of a few sites can be made.
Exclusionary screening is a popular approach to narrow down the choice of site from an
overwhelming number to a few serious possibilities that have a high likelihood of
approval. Many utilities and consultants use map overlays to eliminate areas with
unsatisfactory attributes: Water availability is often a crucial factor in the early screening
stage (OECD 1977). Initial screening is usually applied for six considerations: (a)
system planning, (b) safety, (c) engineering, (d) environment, (e) institutional con-
straints, and (f) economics (Cirillo et al. 1977:6-7):

The screening approach will identify candidate sites that are studied in Much
greater detail. Once a few proposed sites are identified, the utility may initiate contact
with local authorities, planning departments, and landowners to begin on-site surveys;
soil analysis; test drilling, and other evaluation methods to determine locational feasibil-
ity (OECD 1977:9). Many characteristics are exam!:-:=3d in evaluating a particular site
(Table 15). Once local officials are contacted, the utility may be made aware of other
promising sites in the vicinity. If an otherwise attractive locale is not chosen for the
planned facility, it is customary for a utility to put it into a reserve category (Cirillo et al.
1977:7).

Although exclusionary' screening is a quick way to focus attention on a more
manageable number of _sites, it may eliminate some potentially good sites while
mediocre sites remain. The screening process divides ar 'as into acceptable and

,
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TABLE 15 DESIRED ATTRIBUTES FOR ENERGY FACILITY LOCATION

Proximity to load centers
Highway; rail; water; access
Good geological bUilding fbUtidaticin
Good local weather conditions (infrequent

strong storms. temperature
inversions)

Good hydrological conditions
Unlikely location for floods
Available cooling water

Long-term fuel supply available
Effect of plant and transmitter line_

appearance on surrounding area
Amenities for employees
Taxes
Sufficient land available for power

plant, coal storage, waste products,
loading/unloading facilities; parking

Source: Energy Policy Staff 1968:7-16.

unacceptable locations on the basis of cutoff levels for each attribute. If any location is
unacceptable for even one attribute; then it is eliminated from the study. If the attributeis
a legal requirement, such as prohibition of a wetland location, then this procedure is
SbUrid. HOWeVer, many attributeg are discretionary and should not have rigid cutoff
values (distance from water supply or load center). Hobbs (1980:189) calls for caution
in the use of exclusionary screening methods:

EXClusionaili screening is best used when there are legal and technical
criteria that cannot be violated. If discretionary attribittes are also con-
sidered. exclusionary cutoffs should be chosen with the realization that
they imply tradeoffs and are arbitrary. Sensitivity analysis shbutd be
performed to see if locations are excluded that are otherwise superior.

ThiS point, illUStrated in Figure 9A, is also emphasized by Keeney (1980:93). A siting
study conducted for the Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS) eliminated
areas farther than 10 miles or greater than 800 feet above a water supply using map
overlay techniques (Keeney 1980:49 -53). Keeney considered a situation in which three
hypothetical sites (A, B, and C) are evaluated on the basis of these criteria. Sites B and
C are eliminated because they exceed the cutoff value for one of the screening Criteria.
Site B, although adjacent to the water source, is just over 800 feet above it and is
elirniriated on the map overlay. Site C requires little vertical pumping but is located just
over 10 miles from the water supply. Site A is acceptable since it is not more than 800
feet above or further than ten miles from the water supply. Clearly, site A is more
expensive to provide water than sites B or C.

Keeney suggests that for such discretionary attributes, an effort at "compensa-
tory" screening should be made. Figure 98 traces a line that represents-water pumping
costs of $7 million per year. All sites that incur pumping costs in excess of this amount
are excluded by map overlay techniques. Thus; site A is eliminated from consideration
while B and C remain feasible for further consideration.

Exclusionary screening has been refined to allow decisionmakers to make
tradeoffs among the attributes. An energy developer may consider proximity to water

more significant than good highway access, and maybe willing to trade off one attribute
for the other. Weighting summation is u,Sed to evaluate sites on the basis of attributes
that haVe different levels of importance to different groups of decisionmakers. The

optimal site is that which maximizes:

n
Site suitability = _wivi(xi) j_

i =1 d
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where vi(x,) is the value function for attribute xi, and w, is the weight of the attribute
(Rowe et at: 1979:11-12): Since sites are evaluated by summing the weighted value
functions_for each sitei.it is necessary that the attribute value functions be on an interval
scale and the weight on the ratio scale. Hobbs (1980:189) cites cases incorrectly using
the technique by weighting and summing ordinal value functions:

Dobson (1979) describes a weighted summation procedure used by the State of
Maryland to identify those sites most suitable for new nuclear and coal-fired power
plants: This case is important because of the comprehensiveness of the analysis and its

60
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public policy potential. The procedure required the identification of those attributes at a

site (such as proximity to streamllow; endangered species, population density) that

would affect a particular facility's costs and impacts. The relative importance of these

variables for different deciSibn-Makers (utility executives; state planners) was as-

sessed and the overall compatibility of a site considering all variables and their impor-
tance was determined. In the analysis, 31,234 cells of 91.8 acres each were evaluated

across 52 different variables (D-obSbei 1979: 226). The siting objectives evaluated
included the minimization of construction and operation costs, the minimization of
adverse ecological impacts; the minimization of adverse socio-economic impacts; and

a composite of all objectives. Dobsoh illUStrated the outcome when the method was
used according to the Maryland Power Plant Siting Program (Figure 10). In order to
Minimize construction and operating costs of a coal - fired -power plant with cooling
towers; the program staff ranked proximity to Street-MI-OW as th0 most important charac-
teristic of a good Site (Dobson 1979:229). The same group ranked endangered species

and proximity to fish spawning and nursing areas as crucial variables when selecting

sites on the basis of minimizing ecological impacts. Candidate areas were identified

with regard to economic, ecological, and socio-economic factors. The composite- map

indicates areas that meet all three objectives. These can be interpreted as potential
sites which meet the en3ineering and economic prerequisites of the utility while being

less likely to cause coriffibtS bed-aUSe Of potential ecological and socio-economic
impacts. These areas can be evaluated in much more detail in a way similar to the final

stage of the site-screening process.
This knowledge has been implemented by the State of Maryland in its energy

facility site banking program. The state has been able to set aside locations Jo_r_future

energy facilitieS which have been determined to meet the rer.-4_uirements of different
interest groups. When a new facility is needed, the utility chooses among these
preselected sites. Most states lack an adeqUate geographic data base to undertake this

type of analysis.
A similar screening method was also used for the_California siting program which

identified 61 significant "constraint" and "opportunity" factors that were mapped
statewide at the 1:500,000 scale (California Energy Resources Conservation and
Development Commission 1977:17-20). Constraining factors include thOse that would

restrict siting or could be adversely affected by a -nearby -energy facility: An opportunity,

on the other hand, would be a condition favorable to a new facility; an example_being
stable geological conditions: The resulting maps provide a basis for utilitieS to choose

sites that are likely to be approved by the State Energy Commission. For instance; a

utility could avoid scenic coastal areas or primitive areas while preferring navigable
waterways_ which are viewed as favorable locations for energy facilities.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory has been digitizing a data base fbr the entire
nation; including both locatio_nal and technolbdiCal characteristics that can be employed

for facility siting analysis. ThiS can be used to determine trends in plant siting, con=
straints to siting in different regions, and implications of policy deciSionS affecting the

distribution of new energy facilities.

Spatial Allocation Models

Spatial allocation models are Useful tools for evaluating energy facility locations

with respect to energy flOWs. Although the models are structured to examine commodity

flows, their usefulness in analyzing facility sites has been repeatedly demonstrated in
the geographical literature. As noted by Scott (1971); the models portray an ideal
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system of flows from supply sources to demand destinations so that resource and
transportation costs are minimized. The model can accommodate the existence of
conversion facilities (power plants) that accept raw materials (coal) to be converted into
a useable product (electricity) distributed to consumers. An evaluation of the model's
output (the dual) reveals the comparative locational advantage of some facility sites or
supply regions over others. This normative model can indicate hove the supply system
should be structured under ideal conditions, a useful tool in public and private planning
(Chisholm 1971:130).
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Osleeb and She Skin constructed a model of the North American natural gas supply
system to investigate potential future surplus and deficit natural gas regions. Their
results indicated; among other things, that the Middle Atlaritie, most of the Midwest, and

South Atlantic states will likely be experiencing natural gas deficits after 1985 (Osleeb
and Sheskin 1977:82-84). Government and industry planners can use such information
in evaluating the possibility of locating coal gasification facilities in these areas.

A large number of linear programming tritidelS of the nation's energy supply
systems were developed after the 1973 Arab Oil Embargo. The purpose of these
models was to evaluate policy alternatives and estimate energy prices_ based on
meeting growing energy demand§ with limited energy resources: The most ambitious
and compreheriSiVe of theSe models was the Project Independence Evaluation System
(PIES) which was to outline strategies for meeting President Nixon's goal of attaining
energy independence by 1980. As noted in a review Of these energy models by Cohen
and Costellb (1975), some were aspatial in nature; focusing on economic sectors rather
than regions, while others that offered more geographically valuable information could
only provide limited assistance in facility siting becaUSe of their generalizations regard-
ing transport modes, transport linkS, de-Mend and supply areas, and facility sites.

Bechtel'S Energy Supply Planning Model (Caress° et a/. 1975) identifies the
number of new energy facilities that must be constructed to meet a mix of energy
demands for a future year. However, the niodel Only loCates the facilities in one of
fourteen .regions in the country, much too general for most needs. The model does
allotate the fuel from the facility to meet U.S, demand and detc, mines the requisite
transportation facilities. However, as noted by Scharit, SaWyer, and Perry (1979:6-12);
the model is lesS important as a siting tool than as an assistance to energy developers in
evaluating the feasibility of various energy supply mixes in terms of the time capital,
manpower, materials, and construction schedules required fOr alternative energy sup-

ply systems. Even those mOdelS diS_Olaying the greatest spatial detail had transporta-
tion generalizations that weakened their overall usefulness for facility location planning,

as was the case with the Battelle-EPA Energy Quality Model (Cohen and Costello
1975:23):

The most appealing feature of the Battelle-EPA model is its spatial detail.

The modeioan consider each of the 238 air quality control regions in the

continental United States as an energy demand region. . . . Each de-
mand region and supply district is designated by an x -y coordinate at its
centroidand the crow-flight distance between them is used to estimate

transportation costs.

Many early energy models, largely deVelbped by economists and engineers;
displayed sophisticated rriethOdOlOgy, economics, and engineering but were naive in

their treatment Of spatial relationships and transportation. This is partly explained by the
goals of the models and also the fact that the researchers had little geographical
training, combined with the unavailability of energy data at a high spatial resolution.
These models could not be very helpful to a public utility commission or other planning
agenty charged with evaluating energy sites since these national models, while indicat-
ing c nergy relationships between regions, did not identify intraregional implications.

More recently; the geographical sophistication of the models has caught up to their

economic and methodological sophistication. The Brookhaven Regional Energy Facil-

ity Siting Model (Maier and Hobbs 1978) is one spatial allocation model that can be
useful to energy planners. This multi - commodity; transshipment-location model is
based on county -level data _and can determine the least-cost distribution of facilities
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subject to environmental regulations, local environmental conditions, and technological
factors (Maier and Hobbs 1978:3). Because of relative ease of formulation, the model
can be useful to state energy planners and utility commissions who have primary
responsibility for approving energy facilities and implementing siting plans but are
handicapped by limited financial and manpower resources.

Spatial allocation methods can be a more powerful tool_ in planning the location of
.new energy facilities if linked to a regional screening approach. Once potential sites that
meet various important criteria (e.g., economic, environmental; socio-economic) are
identified, a spatial allocation approach can indicate which of these sites should be
developed based on projected commodity and energy flows.

Resolving Locational Conflict

Once a candidate site for a new energy facility has been selected; the next problem
involves bringing the facility on-line within a reasonable time period. This section briefly
summarizes some approaches beyond those provided. by state legislation that have
been useful in expediting the siting decision. It must be remembered that quickly
reaching a negative decision is also a m_easure of the success of the method since it
saves time and money for all parties. Early knowledge that a candidate site is not
acceptable will hasten the ability of the utility to consider alternative locations. Methods
to streamline the permitting process as implemented by many states should not be
accepted without a word of caution. As emphasized by Warren (1978), a system of
multiple permits and redundant hearings and approvals, while an obvious nuisance to
the energy developer; may be beneficial in guarding against hasty decisions or those
made by individuals who may be oversympathetic to the developer.

Five approaches to conflict resolution have been identified in the literature
(Thomas 1976:889-935; Blake and Mouton 1964; and Clark and Cummings, Jr. 1981).
These are (a) collaboration; (b) competition; (c) accommodation; (d) negotiation; and
(e) avoidance (Table 16). The collaboration approach aims for a "win/win" outcome in
which the goals of both parties are satisfied: Collaboration requires that both parties 10 a
conflict share information and seek alternatives (Clark and Cummings; Jr. 1981). In the
case of facility siting, it may be possible to adjust locations or technologies to meet the
energy needs of the developer while satisfying the desires of other groups. In some
cases, though, this is not possible and a "zero/sum" situation evolves, meaning that a
gain to one group will result in a corresponding loss to another group. The two extreme
cases are competitive and accommodation strategies. A competitive strategy results in

TABLE 16 OUTCOMES OF APPROACHES TO
CONFLICT SITUATIONS

CONFLICT OUTCOMES
RESOLUTION MOREPOWERFUL LESS POWERFUL
APPROACH GROUP GROUP
Collatioration WIN WIN
Competition WIN LOSE
Accommodation LOSE WIN
Negotiation COMPROMISE
Avoidance IMPASSE

Source: Adapted from Gladmir and Walter 1978, Thomas 1976, and
Clark and Cummings, Jr. 1981. 6'
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the group that has power meeting all of its objectives, ignoring the other group's
An accommodation strategy is a situation in which the group with power takes an
unassertive role and allows the other group to meet its objectives. A negotiation
strategy is a compromise between the competitive "win/lose" and accommodative
"lose/win" approach so that some of the objectives of each group are met while some of
thia objectives are not met. In an avoidance approach, both groups refuse to negotiate;
resulting in an impasse. The conflict resolution literature is voluminouS, bUt we can
provide an illustration of promising strategies to reduce the conflict In siting coal
conversion facilities.

Increased Citizen Involvement

As noted by White et at (1977); three approaches are available to increase public
participation in the energy facility siting process: (a) provide more information exchange
between participants and agencies; (b) encourage administrative interaction between
them; and (c) allow direct participant input into agency decisions. One essential
ingredient of these approaches is the availability of reliable and credible irifOrrhatiari to
all interested parties (Kash et al. 1976).

Piiblid hearings are the most common vehicle for information exchange in facility
siting decisions: Largely because of NEPA; every major energy decisibri requires a
public hearing prior to licensing. Even in those rare instances where NEPA does not
apply, a state agency, such as a state Air Pollution Control Commission; will have a
haaring, although the range of topics discussed may be less comprehensive. At a
hearing; it is customary for the developer to provide a brief description of the proposed
project. Then individuals frorri the community make statements for the record voicing
their concern or support; The agency presiding is to consider this information when
deciding whether to approve or deny a permit.

Some doubts have been voiced over, the value of hearings in encouraging
maximum public participation: Many concerned individuals may not wish to voice their
opinions openly in a formal setting in front of a large aUdianda and the press.
Hearings have also been criticized because of the failure of agencies to provide
adequate notification. It has been suggested that a freer exchanae of information could
result by restructuring the hearings so that they take place in small, more Warn&
settings (White et a/.-1979:73).

The Counbil on Environmental Quality issued regulations in 1978 requiring agen-
cies of the federal government to follow particular procedures in conducting_ari EIS

process. It is now required that the lead agency must communicate with affected
governmental agencies, the developer, and any interested group or individual to
detertriirie as early as possible the significant issues which need to be addressed in the
EIS: Marcus (1981) recommends that an early hearing be conducted such that adver-
sarial conflicts are minimized and consensus-building is maximized: One way to
accomplish th is.is to Use a "neutral facilitator;" a specialist in meeting dyriamics; whose
role is to identify' key issues and impacts to be addressed in the EIS and invept
alternatives worthy of consideration (Marcus 1981:63): Such methods may allow

negotiation or collaboration when different groups establish commonground on certain

key issues: In case's where parties to a conflict are at,an impasse, mediatibri may be
helpful. This involves the use of a third party,_ who acts without-authority to impose a

settlement, who can assist parties toward definin'g their priorities so that compromise is
dOggible (Carnduff 1981). Long used in labor disputes and international affair's, rifedia-

tion is becoming an alternative in environmental disptiteS.
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Another chronic problem voiced by concerned citizens is that the developer has
not tried in good faith to communicate with them. The announcement that a major coke
facility was planned for Morgantown, West Virginia, was only forthdoming after bulldoz-
ers started clearing the site: In addition; citizens complain that the press releases and
impact statements ant overly technical and vague. It has been recommended by White
et at (1979:730) that the developer be subject to a "participation audit" prior to the
issuance of a permit to check if the developer has made a reasonable attempt to involve
affected citizens and relevant agencies in the siting process. A permit would not be
issued until the developer could demonstrate that ample consideration was given to -the
impacted population. The approach could also be helpful in facilitating communication
earlyJn the siting process: _

The New England River Basins Commission (1980) in conjunction with the U.S.
Geological Survey developed alternative site selection processes that increase citizen
participatiOn. These involve the interaction of thutilities, state government; and a task
force of concerned groups. A goal is to involve the public in the decision process as
early as is Possible.

Citizen review boards have also been suggested as an approach to provide
citizens with more direct access to the siting process. Citizen review boards would have
power to make siting decisions ratherthan a solely advisory role. A review board would
provide a forum for all interested parties and could act to reduce the levels of confliCt
that often prevail between different_groups. The review board; as well as acting to deny
a permit, could call for a redesign of the facility to reduce problems that are of particular
concern to residents.

Naturally, if these mechanisms do not work; citizens still have the avenue of
common law to influence siting decisions. Common law suits have been important in /
stopping many large protects, and could be a delaying factor in almost any case. Citizen,
suits are particularly powerful since "standing" would not be difficult to establish if a
landowner's property, will be affected by the proposed development. Since developers
wish to avoid the courts to prevent the process from being overly lengthened, the threat
of legal action by citizens and community groups is a powerful bargaining tool against a
rer.alcitrant utility (Wolpert 1976).

To make public participation more effective, it is necessary to eliminate some of the
manpower and financial handicaps that limit their abilities. Providing interest groups
with funding or technical consultants would reduce the hardships imposed on a fe-
individuals who must work part-time without financial compensation. The provisior
attorney's fees, expert witness fees, and other reasonable costs with the aim J
providing responsible input into a state or federal decision could greatly assist citizen
groups and provide them with the staying power that is difficult to sustain without
financial support (Metz 1977; Davis 1976).

Mitigation and Compensation

Impact mitigation refers to measures taken_to_alleviate the socioeconomic effects
of energy development. Other energy development impacts, such as air and water
pollution; can also be minimized; typically by technical adjustments in plant design
rattler than later mitigation. The socioeconomic effects of energy projects include
additional demands on public and private services such as housing; streets, sewage
treatment, and medical care. In small, isolated towns, these effects give rise to a series
of social stresses commonly called "boomtown" problems -(Energy Research and

6 6
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Development Administration 1977; Gilmore and Duff 1975). Locationalconflict often

occurs because local residents are unwilling to tolerate these undesirable changes in

their communities.
Mitigation strategies for these impacts, therefore; include financial assistance for

towns which absorb large new populations Without reteiving additional taxes. In the

western United States, many plants are Ideated, outside municipal boundaries and
pro vide no direct tax benefit to the towns: Housing shortages are particularly acute, with
mobile homes providing additional units. A large-scale attempt to mitigate community
impacts has been succesSfiil in Colatrio, Montana, where the energy developer built a
new WWII, complete With shopping and recreational facilities; to serve coal mine and
power plant workers.

Housing and municipal fine-nee impacts can be dealt with in three general ways

which represent different interpretations of where responsibility lies.__The federal or
state government can make funds available for impact mitigation and spread

the cost -among a large number of- taxpayers. This is the approach embodied in the
Coastal Zone Management Act Of 1972 that proVtdes aid to coastal zone_energy_areas
and the 601 program (of Vie Power Plant and Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1976)f-or inland
energy development administered by the FaitherS HOMO Administration, The basic
justification for ,federal financing stems- from rapid energy development as national

policy warranting responsibility of the nation as a whole.
Alternatively, taxes can be levied on energy resource production within states for

redistribution to areas with impacts. Severance taxes on coal in effect in Montana,
North Dakota, and Wyoming effectively pass the cost of impact mitigation to-consumers

of the energy rather than to state taxpayers (Bronder, CarliSle,"and Savage 1977)
Severance tax collections from oil, gas, and coal for energy-exporting states are
substantial (Table 17). lh Louisiana, Texas; and Oklahoma; these taxes Provided
approximately one-fifth of the states' total 1979 tax collecVons.

Coal-producing states are likely to fare very well in this regard in the future;
Kentucky increased its severance tax C011eCtiOriS by $117 million !o over $154 million
fibril 1973 to 1978, almost exclusively on coal taxes. Coal states have recently in-
creased their taxes; and some added taxes for energy conversion. Montana now has a

TABLE 17
1_97_9 _ _ _

STATE ENERGY SEVERANCE TAX COLLECTIONS,

REVENUES (51000) PERCENT

OIL/GAS COAL TOTAL-
TOTAL STATE
REVENUES

Louislana 500;666 500.666 22.3

Texas 1,02i .017 .1,021,017 17.8

Kentucky 404 153,613 154,017 7:4

Oklahoma 280,982 280.982 18.5

West Virginia 245 9,030 9,275 . <1

New Mexico 138;511 138,511 16.4

Wyoming 308 30,278 30,586 ,-, 8.9

Montana 8;208 42.049 50,257 12.5

Kansas .
1,097 1;097 <1-

North Dakota 13;533 11.970 25,503 7.9

Utah 6,175 6;175

Source: U:S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census 1980.

or
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30 percent coakseveranCe tax that Was ruled legal by the Supreme Court despite
challenges by electric utilities. Over *0 percent of this tax is allocated to the state's
general fund, much of which will' be used for education: Thirty-five percent of these
revenues are to be used tp mitigate coal development impacts.

Application fees for coal conversion facilities will'also add revenues to states where
these facilities are sited. North Dakota, for example, requires an application fee of
$150,000 fora large energy faCility; Montana requires about $2 million for a $1. billion
energy facility."Thus, it appears that energy-consuming States will continue to pay
higher prices for energy, and a flow of revenues should continue- ion energy-
consuming to energy-prOducing states.

The taxation approach to mitigation implies that energy consumers should pay; the
full cost rather than be subsidized by taxpayers. However, this policy could penalize
customers of energy firms on whith they are dependent; Electric and gas utilities; in
particular; have monopolies over defined rnarl(et areas.

Finally, energy developers can provide funds, expertise, And assistance in kind to,
communities affected by a firm's activities (Richards 1978). Assistance from develop-
ers can also be made obligatory through state siting legislation (as in Wyoming) that
provides for permit approvals conditional on impact mitigation measures (Valeu 1977).
Such a siting procedure arms a state to determine whether an energy project fits into
overall state development plans. This approach reflects a belief that energy firms
should pay the full cost of energy developrrrnt, but accepts that the extra costs will be
passed on to consumers. The major differences between this policy and severance
taxes are that the -.latter can provide funds for purposes other than direct impact
mitigation and that entire states; rather than just impact areas, receive some financial
benefit.
- A combination of these three policy measures is likely to become common as
energy resources are developed at a more intensive pace. State severance taxes allow
states to get some longer-twm benefit from non-renewable resources and to allocate
funds to the areas whiCh are Most affected. At the same time, energy developers are
under increasing pressure to pay for social' as well as econorlic costs of energy
development. Finally, the federal government may need to take a *re responsible role -

in accounting for the cosi of obtaining domestic substitutes for imported

This chapter reviewed only a sample of possible approaches to help solve energy
facility siting problems. Promising approaches are being developed to eddress site
selection, location praifilng, and licensing aspects of the facility siting proce &s: The
question is whether these approaches are implemented successfully. In order to
accomplish this, it is necessary for the parties involved to allow alternative procedures
to be used. Utilities must be willing to open their planning tp governmen" agencies and
interested parties and incorporate a range of go?ls into iheisite -Joiection process. Also,
there must be an attempt on the part of all parties to establish their siting priorities and
communicate in gi od faith. The final chapter presents sotwof the implications of siting
patterns and their possible implications for future energy supply.
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Guiding Energy Supply Through the End of
the Fossil-Fuel Era

Most coal advocates view theresource as an important interim fuel that can sustain
continued economic growth as energy supply is diversified toward an emphasis on flow
resources. Coal; with severe problems at every stage of its extraction and use; may not
be the energy source that should power a twenty-first century economy. Environmental,
safety, health, and logistical problems plague coal mining; transportation; and conver-
sion. Local environmental impacts of coal use are_ overshadowed by global threats of
increased carbon dioxide and acid rainfall. Since coal is viewed as an interim fuel, it is
very likely that the next generation of (,11 conversion facilities will be the last generation
of facilities that are constructed R., en coal into a more usable form. This makes
siting decisions for these facilities important because they will determine the distribution
and ntensity of related impacts, influence patterns of energy supply, and create new
interr,:gional energy dependernies that will last into the next century. Adjusting siting
patterns may be important in dit-iiributing the impacts of energy development. What will
be the significance of new patterns of energy supply?

Adjusting Patterns of Development

i ie pattern of energy development can be an important factor influencing the size,
nature; and distribution of impacts. It has been suggested that clustering energy
facilities into "energy parks" could limit the overall area and population affected by
energy development. Such development patterns may reduce political opposition by
carefully selecting a site in which local attitudes favor this type of development. On the
ether hand, siting a larger number of smaller facilities throughout the country may be
more equitable, reduce transmission losses; and permit better matches between
energy needs and supply: However; this strategy would result in a larger population
being exposed to facilities and could delay siting of facilities where political opposition
occurs.

The rationale favoring smaller, more dispersed energy facilities is that their im-
pacts will be considerably less on any one area and thus would more easily meet
federal and state regulations; they would not encounter the public opposition faced by
large facilities; and they would be brought on-stream more quickly. This is in contrast to
the present trend of proposing large energy prbjects. Two public utility commissions,
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/New York and California: have requested utilities to consider more numerous but
smaller energy facilities instead of large irojects to maintain supply commitments.

The issue of larger versus smaller and more dispersed energy facilities was
investigated by Los Alamos National Laboratory and was reported in the journal
Envirnrunent (Ford 1980; Champion and Williams 1980; Lorber 1980; and Champion
and Ford 1980). The study specifidally investigated the advantages of siting four 500
MWe facilities (composed of two 250 MWe units each) and one 250 MWe facility as
compared to siting one 3000 MWe facility (composed of four 750 MWe units) in
southeastern Utah. This region was chosen because of the siting difficulties encoun-
tered by the big power projects in the region, such as Kaparowits. Recall that a 500
MWe facility; although small compared to a 3000 MWe plant; is indeed a large project;
and would have been among the largest in .the nation in the 1960s.

An immediate adVantage of small facilities is that 2250 MWe in smaller units is
equivalent to 3000 MWe in the larger units: Many studies indicate that larger facilities
are less reliable than smaller facilities and this nine 250 MWe units provide as much
reliable generating capacity to a utility system as four 750 MWe units (Ford 1980:28-
29). When a large unit is down, a much greater share of a utility system is affected: This
requires a utility to have more capacity or larger facilities on reserve in case of possible
service 'outages. The undesirab,e financial impacts of having excessive reserve mar-
gins is a separate, but serious issue (Shenon 1960; Parisi 1980).

The attributes of the small and large power plants were evaluated in the Los
Alamos study (Table 18). The larger plant is more thermally efficient than. the smalleY
and has lower capital costs. Because the small facility is less efficient in converting coal
to electricity, its air emissions will be about 15 percent greater than those of the larger
facility: However; the smaller facility is more reliable and can be approved and con-
structed in 60-96 months compared to the 108-156 months required for the 3000 MWe
fatility. In addition, the lower levels of residuals generated by a small facility can be

TABLE 18 TYPICAL ATTRIBUTES OF SMELL AND LARGE
POWER PLANTS

ATTRIBUTE
Total Generating Capacity
Generating Unit Size (Boiler-Turbine)
Siting-Permit Period
Constriction Thme
Construction ..orkforce
Operating Workforce
Land Area
Heat Rate'
Forced Outage Rate°
Capacity Factor'
Capital Cost (1976$)

SMALL PLANT
500 MWe
250 MVVe.
24-26 months
36-60 months
650 (peak)
b5
300-800 acres
11,500 Btu/kWh
10-12%
68%
$444/kW

FARCE PLANT
3000 MWe
750 MWe
36-A8 months
72-108 months
2680 (peak)
500
1500-2500 acres
10,000 Btu/kWh
18-20%
57%
$385/kW

'Heat (from burning coal) required to generate one kilowatt hour of electricity.
b Percentage of time generating units are forced out of service
`Kilowatt hours of electricity actually generated as a percentage of electricity that the
unit would generate if operated continuously at 100% capacity:

Source Ford 1980:26. Reproduced by permission. This article originally appeared
in Environment- March 1980 (Vol. 22, No. 2), Heldref Publications, 4000 Abermarle
St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20016. P--/
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more easily. accommodated by the Of; duonment than those produced by a large facility:

As summarized by biarnpion arid Williams (1980:31):

Utilities might be wise to consider smaller power plants as a means of
reducing environmental impact and thereby blunting opposition to new
facilities. Small plants also offer a more .mbstantive advantage when it
comes to locating and gaining approval (-,f power plant sites.

Instead of disp2rsing energy development throughout the country; energy facilities
ti can be concentrated rito a few locations. Such sites are commonly known as "power

parks:" "fossil energy centers." or "energy parks" and could be designed to generate
as much as 10,000 MWe of electricity plus synthetic fuels. The aim of such proposals is
to concentrate impacts into a localized area which would affect only a small number of
people: The local population would bear adisproportionale Share of the impacts, but the
overall population would be spared most of the undesirable impacts of these facilities:
Such a concentration of energy facilities has distinct benefits and disadvantages.

Proponents of energy parks maintain that the licensing of a single large site would
he easier than securing separate licenses for dispersed facilities (Cirillo et al.
1976 348). Although the licensing effort will be time consuming and complicated; it is
believed to be less than the licensing effort required for siting separate facilities at many .
dispersed sites. Likewise, it is anticipated that energy parks can use standard engineer-
in and construction methods to reduce construction and delivery time schedules
(Federa .Thergy Administratior 1975:3): They will enjoy some localization economies.
For insta ice; specialized service firms will be attracted to the area to provide prompt,
and efficient service and maintenance. It is also believed that energy parks will have a
more stabilized construction force, reducing "boom and bust" problems for local
communities and increasing productivity. The available waste heat could be an attrac-
tive source Of inexpensive process steam for industry which would add more revenues
and jobs to the area, expanding the economy (Federal Energy Administration 1976:28).

These energy centers are also likely to encounter some very serious problems. A
study of the possibilities of developing energy parks in Pennsylvania identified some of
the significant problems likey to be encountered (Ferrar et al. 1975): The study notes
that energy parks may not reduce the cost of electricity; the concentration of energy
facilities may actually increase land commitments to power generation; and local
environmental problems are likely to be quite intense. A study prepared by Battelle
Pa'cific NlOrthWeSt on "energy centers" noted these and other problems (Federal
Enegy Administration 1975:3-5). Local socioeconomic effects could be quite serious;
local resources (such as water) might be overtaxed by such developments; and it may

actually be more difficult to lidense energy -enters than it would be to license dispersed
facilities. Many Air Quality Control Regions could not accept the increment of air
pollution degradation accompanying energy centers, although a smaller single facility
could be accommodated. Even in the East few sources are available that could provide
the volumes of cooling water needed for a center projected to generate in excess of
10;000 MWe. The Pennsylvania study_found that most sites for energy parks would
require the construction of reservoirs (Ferrar et a/. 1975:15):

Since approximately 250 to 300 cubic feet of water per second will be
evaporated by an energy park of 10,000 mt jawatts. no Pennsylvania
river could meet this demand without a reServoirr, even if ten percent of
the ten-year low flow is the restricted consumption rate.
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Despite these shortcomings; political realities may result in the development of
energy parks in the future. Industry spokesmen have already announced that some
regions of the country should be designated "energy zones" where environmental
regulations should be relaxed. This would indeed be necessary for energy parks
incorporating coal conversion facilities.

Regional Shifts in Energy Supply

Regional shifts in electricity supply resulting from fa, ''ty siting decisions could
occur because projected capacity increases are large; facilities are larger than in
.previous generations; and projected oil burning and nuclear facilities will probably not
come on-line as planned. Thus, the outcome of a few siting decisions could be
important in determining which regions are the princial energy suppliers. Figure 5
showed the location Of announced coal conversion facilities; indicating that middle
western and western states may become important sources of electricity supply. Siting
patterns could be instrumental in increasing V le e %nornic fortunes of states supplying
coal-generated energy at the expense c:f tncze states which must rely on external
sources. Recent studies have shown that tni r as been a shift in real income from
energy-consuming to energy-producing ;iios k.,liernyk 1978). Part of this shift will be
reflected in increased tax revenues in .-roducing states. However; the economic
impacts of increased coal utilization will extend much further than the revenues to be
collected through severance taxes. The Natioral-Regional Impact Evaluation System
(NRIES). a model developed by the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, has measured
the regional economic and demographic effects of advanced coal production in the U.S.
In evaluating the regional growth impacts of a projected 1985 naLionJ coal nroduction
of 1,050 million tons, Wendling and Ballad (1980) found that .!ntlwide noai-related
growth depends on the rna Jfacturing base of the state and Et, :.;ources or
proximity to coal-producing regions. They note that Illinois wi!i tho highest
growth impacts with a swing toward coal:

This is not surprising since the state benefits from all. stages of coal
development. First, it is one of the states where high-fevel, advanced
coal development is assumed. It has a ve,y high manufi. auring durables
base and is a source not only for mi.-71,-1 equipment; but also for
construction-related equipment. Finally, luu, has _a highly C A/eloped
transportation industry which will be available to move the additional
coal from the major areas of advanced coal development . (Wendt-frig
and Ballard 1980:14)

However; the authors emphasize (1980:16) that on a per capita bas! the cumulative
personal income increases from increased dial utilization to a 1985 level of 1,050
million tons will be $1,211 Wyoming, $714 in West Virginia, $274 in Montana; $262 in
Kentucky; and $136 in Illinois: States such as Wyoming, Montana; and West Virginia
will enjoy such high levels of per capita income increases since they are so sparsely
populair 1.

Rol; final growth effects of increased coal utilization will depend on location deci-
sions for coal facilities a fruitful area of study for geographers. Information on whole
new coal facilities are to be sited, in concert with knowledge of their capital, laGor, and
resource inputs, ran provide a br.tter understanding of the regional growth impacts of a
coal future: 2
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Conclusion

In this book; we have broadly addressed the energy siting problem, focus-
ing on some critical locational concerns. We have emphasized that the energy
facility siting problem is related to many energy development issues. Adjusting
energy facility locations. as well as their scale; influences the nature and intensity of

impacts and benefits. In addition, political consideration§ make siting more difficult in
some areas than in others. AS a brbed topic, siting encompasses the expertise of many
diStiOlirieS. The perspective of the geographer. who is able to evaluate the interrela-
tionships of various factors impinging upon_ a location, is essential-in planning the
location of energy facilities. As a generalist able to deal with problems of location and
scale, the geographer provides a synthesis derived from the confusion of contradictory
details in addressing a difficult siting problem. The specialist tools of geography have
proveryvaluablein determining specific facility lbtations and in assessing the implica-
tions of energy facility patterns.
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